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Abstract 
 
The report presents a study of the design and implementation of a web application with the 
purpose of being easy to navigate and understand as well as inducing a positive attitude in its 
users. A pilot study and marketing plan acted as the foundation for the implementation of the 
application. The evaluation consisted of a Thinking aloud usability test as well as a user 
attitude test. An analysis of the results indicated a web application which fulfilled the 
demands that the research group affirmed and it was ultimately concluded that factors such as 
visual feedback, clarity in the purchasing process and fixed navbar were essential to achieve 
the aforementioned purpose. Lastly, it was also summarized that the research done was not 
extensive enough to be able to draw general conclusions regarding inducing positive attitudes.  
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1. Introduction  
The following chapter introduces the background and objective of the project, the problem 
statement that the research group has aimed to answer, as well as limitations of the study.  
 
1.1 Background  

In modern society, reading novels as a hobby has declined in numbers even though a great 
deal of new authors and books are published each year (Wikberg 2015). Many accredit this 
trend to the development in technology, with the release of e-books, audiobooks, movies, 
series, etc., cyclical interests, migration toward cities, behavioural or interest shifts and stress 
(Wikberg 2015). These trends have led to lowered margins for book-companies which have 
caused companies to merge. To mitigate risks stores are now providing more “bestsellers” and 
“current” genres rather than lesser known genres and authors (Wikberg 2015).   
  
That being said, there is still a large interest in reading, but according to Wikberg (2015), the 
“Netflix-effect” allows streaming services to compete with the time taken for buying and 
reading books and is a large factor to the decrease in book sales. To minimize the time taken 
when buying and reading books is therefore a vital concern for the book industry to be able to 
move forward. Another factor to take into consideration is the fact that the average retail price 
of books sold increased by almost 5% between 2012 and 2014 (Wikberg 2015).  
 
Despite the decrease in sales, the will to buy books in stores is increasing on a local level in 
certain geographical areas, as people appreciate their local book store and choose to purchase 
their books there rather than elsewhere to allow their survival (Wikberg 2015). However, the 
majority of retail stores, such as “Akademibokhandeln”, have experienced a large decrease in 
sales of books. Amongst these are “book-clubs”, which shows that there has been a shift in 
interest for consumers (Wikberg 2015).   
  
Online book shopping is according to PostNord (2015) one of the largest segments (3rd 
largest) of online shopping in Sweden. In 2014, out of everybody between the ages 18-79, 
93% of Sweden’s population had access to internet, 84% of the population purchased goods 
online once per year, 35% purchased goods once per month, and the total expenditure on 
goods online amounted to 54,8 billion SEK (PostNord 2015). According to PostNord (2015) 
there is an increasing trend in online shopping, which means there is a growing online market.  
  
As online shopping is becoming a large segment, the consumer’s demands on the e-shops 
increases. According to Andy Crestodina (2017), the design of a website’s navigation has a 
bigger impact on success or failure than almost any other factor, and Lee and Kozar (2016) 
mean that if navigability is one of the key instrument in the usability arsenal, the web 
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application is more successful in terms of raising the user’s likelihood of making purchases. 
Other factors that affect a consumer’s attitude towards e-shops are ease of use as well as  
product information (Michael and Surgi Speck 2015). These parameters are used by big, 
successful companies, for example Apple.com (Apple Inc. 2017). They use a consistent 
design, clear navigation links and product information where the user is able to compare 
products to each other. To create a successful e-shop these parameters are probably of high 
importance when developing a retail web application.  
 
Since a few years back, a new segment in online shopping in Sweden has emerged: 
subscription boxes. This is a trend which has proven extremely effective toward attracting a 
new purchasing behaviour online (Pixel Union 2016). The idea is simple: the business 
provides a fancy packaged box filled with items that depend on some common interests of the 
consumers. An example of this is the very successful business Glossybox, which sells 
subscription boxes containing beauty items. The company was founded in 2011, and they 
have since claimed 50,000 monthly subscribers (Mediaklar 2016).  
 
1.2 Objective  

In response to the above mentioned trends, the research group for this project developed the 
online e-shop BokBox, which offers a time-reducing and exciting book-providing service for 
readers. The e-shop offers a subscription-based purchasing platform where the product is a 
box containing two or three curated books delivered to the customer according to a time 
interval chosen by the customer. The content of the box will be unknown to the readers until 
they receive and open their box and the box itself will be designed to try and make the 
customers feel special and happy upon receiving it. BokBox strongly believes that by 
providing a subscription- and mystery based product customers will read more often and more 
enjoyably than with the services currently on the market. As of yet, there is no identical 
existing product on the market. There are book-clubs, such as Bonniers Bokklubb, where you 
can subscribe for a “book of the month”, and also boxes with books aimed for younger 
readers. However, BokBox’s product differs through an increase in the number of books, the 
actual books themselves and the delivery process. BokBox aims to include 2-3 books per box 
which are lesser known than the nowadays standardized “bestsellers”, to allow readers the 
choice of trying something different. To further augment the possibility for success for the e-
shop, there is solid belief amongst the research group that the website needs to be easy to 
navigate and for it to be visually attractive to its customers. 
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1.3 Problem statement 

How do we implement and design a usable e-shop for subscription boxes, in the form of:  
● being easy to navigate? 
● being easy for the user to understand and purchase the product?  
● giving the user a positive attitude towards the web application? 

 
1.4 Limitations  

The problem statement is formulated according to the group’s belief of what is important for 
an e-shop when developed for a product such as Bokbox. To the group, that is simplicity 
through design and navigation. The group believes that these limitations will allow a better 
measurability and ability to discover relevant information. The operation of BokBox will be 
limited to Sweden and there will only exist one product for all customers, chosen as such to 
improve the circumstances for the research. Another research could be to run the same idea 
but with less limitations, but this would put a boundary on the measurability of the 
effectiveness of the chosen problem statement. The group decided, after a primary market 
research (see Appendix 1), to specifically target middle-aged women with the purpose of 
allowing specificity of the research. For the construction of the web-site and its domain, the 
research group is limited by their knowledge in the field of web application and database 
programming. Finally, one of the most important limitations is the one bounded with the 
problem statement which limits the focus on which functions and usabilities to implement in 
the e-shop.  
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2. Theory  
The theory chapter declares various theories and research regarding areas relevant to answer 
the problem statement. Theories regarding pre-study, e-shops and subscription solutions, 
usability and design, user experience and, lastly, evaluation is presented below.  
 
2.1 Pre-study 

The following section introduces relevant theories related to the development of the research 
problem, customer needs, brain writing and how data can be collected.  
 
2.1.1 Research and the research problem 
 
In order to make sure that the research focus and direction is clear, the problem statement 
should be clear, focused and arguable around which one could center the research. It should 
be answerable directly through the analysis of data (Derese 2015). Furthermore, according to 
Walliman (2011) the research itself should have defined objectives and include the six most 
expected scientific knowledge to provide through research: categorization, explanation, 
prediction, creating a sense of understanding, providing potential for control and evaluation. 
 
2.1.2 Customer needs 
 
According to Kotler and Armstrong (2016) one must know the customer in order to succeed. 
If one has knowledge about the customer it’s possible to divide the market into segments and 
that way be able to evaluate which segments to target and how to position the company 
against each segment. Doing this allows the company to deliver greater value to its customers 
than its competitors. This is also reinforced by Kotler and Armstrong (2016) where they state 
that “To solve a problem, you must first understand it.” and “...if you don’t start with good 
information about your customers you might spend months or years creating a product that 
doesn’t meet the customer's needs”.  
 
2.1.3 Brain writing 
 
According to VanGundy (1984), brain writing is an alternative to the traditional 
brainstorming when generating new product ideas. As the name may suggest brain writing is 
a technique where ideas are written down rather than discussed orally. VanGundy (1984) 
claims that there are six different brain writing techniques which are each suitable for 
different situations. One of those is the Pin Cards-technique, originating from the Battelle 
Institute in Frankfurt, Germany. It uses the sharing of ideas as a fundamental idea-generating 
procedure. A session of brain writing using the Pin Cards technique contains the following:  
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1. The group leader reads a problem statement to a group of 5-7 people. 
2. Each group member is instructed to write down ideas on a card, and then pass 
the card to the person on his/her right. 
3. The group members read the previous ideas written down on the card for 
stimulation, and then proceed to write a new set of ideas on the card. The process is 
repeated for 20 or 30 minutes. 
4. The cards are collected and all the ideas categorized into logical categories. 
The ideas are then discussed and any new ideas are written down for later evaluation. 

 
2.1.4 Data collection  
 
According to Babin and Zikmund (2015), marketing research is the application of a scientific 
method used when a company is looking for the truth regarding markets and marketing 
phenomena. By doing marketing research and data collection the company can make more 
informed and more successful decisions (Babin and Zikmund 2015). They claim that via some 
selected key questions the company will be able to understand the following:  
 

● What do we sell? 
● How do consumers view our company? 
● What does our company/product mean? 
● What do consumers desire? 

 
When doing marketing research with the purpose of understanding and/or defining the 
opinion, attitude or behaviour of a group, a method called descriptive research is commonly 
used. It often consists of the following three steps: (1) randomly select a sample from a 
defined population, (2) determine the sample characteristics and (3) infer the characteristics of 
the population based on the sample (Johnson and Christensen 2010).  
 
To collect the data needed for the marketing research the following five main methods are the 
most common: surveys, focus groups, personal interviews, observation and field trials. The 
benefit of using a survey is that it allows a big collection of data (the larger the data, the more 
reliable result) and that with concise questionnaires it’s easy to analyze a sample group that 
represent the target group/market (The Five Basic Methods of Market Research 2017). 
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2.2 E-shops and subscription solutions  

The following section presents relevant theories and research regarding e-shops and 
subscription solutions in general.  
 
2.2.1 E-shops 
 
Business-to-consumer electronic commerce has increased greatly over the past years thanks 
to the continuous expansion of the World Wide Web and its acceptance among customers. 
82% of the Swedish population uses the internet on a daily basis (Davidsson and Findahl 
2016) and this has created large opportunities for virtually all companies, big or small, to 
establish virtual stores. These are stores that exist in cyberspace instead of a physical location 
and sell goods and services to customers through an electronic channel, typically using much 
less expenditure than traditional shops (Hoffman et al 1996; Yesil 1997, cited in Chen et al 
2004). Companies can choose to combine virtual stores with physical ones or completely 
replace them with online operation. However, common for all online stores is a need for 
information technologies to achieve goals and many of them have seen large benefits in the 
areas of cost saving, market penetration, exposure, customer satisfaction and service. Success 
comes hand in hand with positive user attitude and user satisfaction (Chen et al 2004).  
 
2.2.2 Subscription solutions 
 
Subscription services are part of the subscription business model, where consumers pay a 
subscription price to receive a product or a service. The fee is regular, usually monthly, for a 
product to be delivered to their door (Kaufman 2012). Starting with newspapers and 
magazines, this business model is now implemented on many consumer products and 
services. Both businesses and consumers benefit from the model. The selling business 
receives a constant and predictable revenue from customers subscribed to the service and is 
often provided with payment in advance. Managing inventory also becomes a lot easier. 
Customers benefit by conveniently receiving a product on a regular basis, saving both time 
and money (Subscription Business Model 2016). Kaufman (2012) suggests that the most 
successful subscription services have a customized feel to them. In addition, presentation and 
a sense of mystery also add to a good consumer experience, combining a luxury feel and an 
element of excitement that is used to retain customers.  
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2.3 Usability and design  

The following section presents relevant theories and research regarding usability instruments, 
navigation of web applications, purchasing ease and visual design.  
 
2.3.1 Usability 
 
Lee and Kozar (2012) have identified several usability instruments that together influence a 
user's likelihood of making a purchase. The instruments that they identified are the following:  

• Consistency: consistent design across all pages with similar components and 
overall look.  
• Navigability: multiple search features, a specific page can be reached through 
multiple paths and the website helps the user keep track of where they are.   
• Supportability: means of communicating with the company is provided and are 
easily accessible.  
• Learnability: it’s easy to remember how a certain page was reached, contents 
are easy to understand.  
• Simplicity: Most components can be understood in just a couple of seconds 
and the website contains what is succinct.  
• Interactivity: provides appropriate amount of graphics etc, provides interactive 
components to guide the consumer and such components evoke a response from the 
consumer.  
• Telepresence: the consumer feels personally connected and involved with the 
website.  
• Credibility: the consumer trusts that the website will protect and safeguard 
their personal data and provides information about how it achieves this.  
• Content relevance: the website contains both detailed and current information 
about the products.  
• Readability: it’s easy to understand what is written on the webpage, colours 
and structures are easy on the eyes and it doesn’t force more information than is 
suitable for each page.  

 
All of these instruments have significant effect on the customer's intention to purchase; some 
have a direct effect, some indirect and some both. Lee and Kozar (2012) also found that 
simplicity and consistency, which both had no direct effect on the intention to purchase, still 
had a significant effect on interactivity, telepresence, navigability, learnability and readability 
making them a crucial part of the design of the website. The researchers at first found 
simplicity to have a negative effect on both interactivity and telepresence but later in the study 
discovered that simplicity could have the opposite effect on interactivity. They theorize that 
this could be because of just the right amount of interactive features, meaning simplicity is 
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kept by not having any redundant features that feel obsolete and unnecessary to the user.  
Simplicity still had a negative effect on telepresence since it prevented the customer from 
feeling immersed in the shopping experience.   
 
This can be compared to the model suggested by Aziz et al (2013) to evaluate website 
usability. They suggest that effectiveness, efficiency, learnability, satisfaction and 
accessibility are the key criteria to focus on when evaluating website usability. The 
researchers came to this conclusion after comparing several different methods and concluded 
that the aforementioned method is most suitable, which is very similar to the instruments 
described by Lee and Kozar (2012). In addition to these criteria, several characteristics were 
identified that affect the different criteria. For example, minimal memory load and minimal 
action both affected four out of five criteria.   
  
Additional criteria that should be considered according to Holzinger (2005) are memorability 
and low error rate. This means that in order for a system to be usable a user should be able to 
come back after a certain period of time and not have to learn everything again and that no 
major errors should occur while using the system as well as the number of errors made 
decrease over time (Holzinger 2005).  
 
2.3.2 Navigation 

Lee and Kozar (2012) mean that difficulty in navigation is a problem many commercial 
websites face. Navigation efficiency means that customers and users of the website can 
achieve their goals more efficiently and this is a central theme in web design that maximizes 
usability. Navigation tools on websites support user’s determination of paths through a site 
and can include links to other pages, directories, search facilities and site maps (Webster 
2006). Content on a site can be accessed in different ways and websites generally consist of a 
mix of models including structural navigation, content linking as well as search and filtering 
possibilities. According to Westergren (2013), important links that should be visible on all 
pages are links to the homepage, a page providing information about the company, a contact 
page and a site map, if it exists.  
 
According to Crestodina (2017), the following are good practices regarding website 
navigation for e-shops: 

1. Descriptive captions and labels that clearly state where a link leads.  
2. Avoidance of drop-down menus as studies have shown that this causes user-
annoyance. 
3. Menu items should be limited to seven to keep information concise and easy to 
scan by users. 
4. Place the most important and used links first and last in a navigation bar. The 
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serial position effect (Murdock 1962) states that a person more easily remembers 
items at the beginning and end of a list.  

A fixed navigation bar is a current trend (Rutherford 2017) and favourable as it allows the 
user to always have the navigation at his or her direct disposal instead of needing to scroll 
through the entire page.  
 
With the more frequent use of mobile devices by customers when shopping online (Bingham 
2016), it is important to have a web application that is responsive for all devices. The so-
called ‘hamburger’ icon has become the industry standard to show additional options on 
smaller screens (Lessin 2013) and is easily understood by most users, even though studies 
show that discoverability is cut almost in half by hiding a website’s main navigation and task-
time is longer (Purnice and Budiu 2013). However, if a site has several navigation links, 
hiding them is unavoidable. Purnice and Budiu (2013) suggest using a ‘hamburger’ menu, or 
other hidden menus, only if the number of navigational links exceeds four.  
 
2.3.3 Purchasing ease 
 
According to Chapman (2014), there are several things to keep in mind regarding the design 
of an e-shop to ensure that the customer can easily purchase the product. Product descriptions 
should be clear and detailed and the design of the page should allow for these to be displayed 
in an appealing way. The checkout process should be quick and easy, ideally consisting of a 
single page where the customer can review their cart and enter their information and then 
another page where the order is confirmed (Chapman 2014). A long checkout process with 
several pages and steps can discourage customers and cause them to abandon the shopping 
cart.  
 
In addition, Chapman (2014) states that it’s generally a bad idea to force customers to create a 
user account or log in to make a purchase. Customers should be given the option at the end to 
sign up to an account. However, if an account is necessary, creating one should be integrated 
into one of the other pages of the checkout.  
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2.3.4 Visual design  
 
Most of the aforementioned researchers focus only on the usability of the website, the 
operational ergonomics, but it’s also important to remember that the first visual impression of 
a website might be essential for a lot of users (Lin et al 2013). In their study, the researchers 
found the best combination of design features for different ratios of graphics to text. They also 
found that a ratio somewhere between 3:1 and 1:1 is the easiest and clearest to comprehend 
for a user. It’s clear from their research that within these ratios using a 3-column layout with a 
compound frame style, above seven warm colours and with hyperlinks being text-only will be 
received the best by the user (Lin et al 2013).   
 
It has also been found that the design of the product listings can account for more than half of 
the variance in monthly sales (Hong et al 2004). The design features affecting how well the 
design of the listings are perceived range from colour and shape to spatial arrangement and 
the placement of product information. The researchers conclude that it’s important to show 
not only the name of the product but also an image (Hong et al 2004).  
  
Cao et al (2004) have produced a list of constructs that are important in order for a website to 
be perceived as good quality. It contains constructs such as information accuracy and 
relevance, search, responsiveness, trust, playfulness, empathy etc. which is similar to the 
instruments provided by Lee and Kozar (2012). Apart from the list of constructs Cao et al 
(2004) do however provide an additional perspective: the customers’ perception of the 
website. For example, if the website's loading time is too long a user might abort the loading 
and go elsewhere. They found that the tolerance for loading times was much higher when 
feedback was involved, meaning that if the user is shown some form of visual progress they 
are prepared to wait longer.  
  
In their research, Kim et al (2003) have identified several design factors that can be used to 
induce different emotions in the user. For example, one should not use a green colour for a 
title if one wants the website to be perceived as bright and a deluxe website should not have 
round shapes in its menu. They did however note that all participants were local residents of 
Korea and one should be cautious when applying it to other cultures. According to Singh 
(2006), this applies to everything related to colour in general. There is not enough research 
done in the field of colour and the research that has been done is mostly by colour companies 
and consultants and not scientific enough. Singh (2006) also points out that colour preference 
can vary due to gender, age, culture etc. and thus one should ideally perform own tests for 
one’s specific target market which is further reinforced by the result presented Aslam (2005) 
as colors can have vastly different meanings in different parts of the world.  
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According to The Psychology and Meaning of Colors (2017) and Singh (2006), there is not 
enough scientific research in the field of how different colours affect people. However, the 
impact that colours have on our brain and the way we perceive colours is used largely to 
affect our decision-making. This is because we react subconsciously to different colours and 
combinations of colours. According to Wright (2017), the four main colours that affect us 
most in a psychological way are red, blue, yellow and green. However, there are also four 
different types of personality types who react to different colours in different ways. With the 
help of these properties you can then develop your website with colours that are appealing to 
the type of people you want to target with your product. The Psychology and Meaning of 
Colors (2017) states that black and white signifies perfection, power and elegance, purple 
signifies luxury and quality, and blue is soothing and signifies intelligence. 
  
Guo et al (2016) note one important aspect about most research done in the field of website 
usability/aesthetics and that is that a lot of studies done only study the relation between some 
design factors. This is problematic since people see objects as a whole and not as the separate 
elements that it consists of. One should thereby try to consider as many factors as possible 
(Arnheim 1983).   

2.4 User experience 

Motivation is an important factor pertaining to user experience in e-shops. In general, there 
are two types of motivation when a consumer visits an e-shop: intrinsic and extrinsic. 
Intrinsic motivation is related to the consumer’s need for self-determination and interest 
excitement. According to Deci and Ryan (1985), people who are intrinsically motivated 
experience interest and enjoyment and they also feel competent and self-determining. 
Extrinsic motivation on the other hand is defined as the prospective user's subjective belief 
that using a specific application system will increase his or her job performance within an 
organizational context and the user believes that the use of such a system would yield positive 
benefits for task performance (Thompson et al 1999). 
 
User experience, is, according to Nielsen Norman Group (n.d.), “all aspects of the end-user’s 
interaction with the company, its services, and its products”. Since, unlike in a physical store, 
the consumers rarely deal directly with any sales people when visiting an e-shop, the user 
experience will mostly depend on the electronic storefront (Culnan and Armstrong 1999). The 
customer’s trust in an internet based store will increase along with the store’s perceived size 
and reputation and favourable attitudes towards an Internet store will increase the consumer’s 
willingness to purchase from that specific Internet store (Jarvenpaa et al 1999). Therefore, 
Jarvenpaa et al (1999) mean that online retailers should try to impress prospective customers 
with the size and the reputation of the store, i.e. via the welcome page or use other 
alternatives as number of physical locations, number of staff etc. According to Jarvenpaa et al 
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(1999), sites that are sponsored by stores that already have a consumer reputation have a head 
start in this regard. 
 
A study by Shang et al (2005) showed that the major reason for consumers when shopping 
online is intrinsic motivation. The authors of the study also suggest that one should try to 
keep the consumers online as long as possible by for example looking at previous readers’ 
reviews (Shang et al 2005). Other factors that have impact on web page visitor behaviour 
regarding retailing are quality of system, information and service. The study also showed that 
users were more likely to continue to use an e-shop when they felt that it was playful and that 
they would move their loyalty to more enriching and enjoyable websites. According to the 
authors of the study, this could be received by incorporating a value-added search 
mechanism, dynamic navigation, and user-customized web page for example by providing 
price comparison, user-customized information, customized navigation to purchasing and e-
mailing at each purchasing stage. Furthermore, the article states that a successful online 
retailer must provide a high level of system, information and service quality, and 
consequently, entice customers to revisit their website (Ahn 2007). 
 
2.5 Evaluation 

The following section present relevant theories and research regarding how customer attitudes 
can be measured, the testing method Thinking aloud and appropriate sample sizes. 
 
2.5.1 Measuring attitudes 
 
Likert et al (1993) define a method for testing attitudes towards different statements where the 
scale is graded from ‘strongly agrees’ to ‘strongly disagrees’. For the purpose of analyzing the 
results, this scale can be converted to a 1-5 graded scale after the survey has been completed 
or combined with a 5 graded scale. What the researchers noted as important is to avoid 
“double barrelled”-questions, meaning questions that have contradictory statements. It was 
also concluded that using a 5-graded scale resulted in a more reliable result than the original 
10-graded scale of the Thurstone attitude scale.  
  
2.5.2 Testing methods - Thinking aloud 
 
Holzinger (2005) suggests different methods of testing the usability of a system. The ones 
mentioned are: Thinking aloud, field observation and questionnaires. Holzinger (2005) deems 
Thinking aloud to be the most invaluable method as it involves an end user Thinking aloud 
while using the system. This enables developers to understand how the end user views the 
system and makes it possible to identify misconceptions. It’s important that this is done in real 
time and not as a report afterwards as the user’s memories of what they were thinking at the 
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time isn’t as reliable as the actual thoughts when they appeared. A variation of this that can be 
applied is to have two end users who use and learn the system together and observe their 
interaction as this allows for a more natural dialogue. Questionnaires can also be used, but are 
an indirect method and one must take into account that the answers obtained are subjective 
and of lower validity than the Thinking aloud method.  
  
Hertzum and Jacobsen (2003) go into a more detailed view of the procedure behind a 
Thinking aloud study with a preparation phase and a test phase. The author also brings up the 
problem encountered when asking a user to think out loud but instead of suggesting having 
two users cooperate as Holzinger (2005) suggests, the author suggests that the facilitator of 
the test tries to teach the user to Thinking aloud during an introduction and then keeps 
encouraging this behaviour during the test. Further on Hertzum and Jacobsen (2003) discover 
that the agreement rate between two evaluators range from 5% to 65%. That is the percentage 
of problems discovered by both evaluators compared to the number of total problems they 
discovered. Because of this the researchers suggest that one should be explicit when it comes 
to goal analysis and task selection. One should also involve an extra evaluator as this makes 
the study more reliable. This is especially beneficial when conducting a Thinking aloud study 
as evaluators can work in parallel.  
  
2.5.3 Sample size 
 
Early research regarding sample size argued that five participants was sufficient to reveal 
approximately 80 % of all usability problems in a product (Nielsen 1993; Virzi 
1992, cited in Faulkner 2003), but other authors argue that five participants is not enough and 
criticize the reliability of using smaller sample groups (Faulkner 2003). Faulkner (2003) also 
points out the difference between the result from the studies and the creation of a user test. In 
a study of 100 cases the minimum percentage of found problems was 55 % when the groups 
consisted of five participants per case compared to a minimum percentage of 82 % when the 
case groups consisted of ten members. Therefore, by increasing the sample group from 
5 to 10 it can result in a dramatic improvement in data confidence. 
 
Hwang and Salvendy (2010) mean that in order to reach a good enough discovery rate using 
the method of thinking aloud one should use 9 test users as this gives a discovery rate of 80%. 
The discovery rate is, according to the report, a measurement of “the sum of unique usability 
problems detected by all experiment participants against the number of usability problems 
that exist in the evaluated systems, ranging between 0 and 1”.  
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3. Method  
The method section is divided into three main parts: Pre-study, implementation and 
evaluation and outlines methods used to answer the problem statement.  

3.1 Pre-study 

The method used to conduct the market research and decisions regarding implemented 
functionalities are presented below.  

To decide what kind of product or service that was to be implemented in the e-shop a 
brainstorming session was engaged, in accordance with VanGundy (1984), starting off with a 
discussion and followed by the use of a whiteboard to get an overview of the group’s ideas. A 
few days were given for further suggestions to be made before the final product was decided 
by a vote. A Google Forms market survey was created regarding the chosen product to ensure 
the interest from potential customers and to gather information about them (see Appendix 1).  
 
The market survey helped gauge interest in the product and what segments might be 
interested in the service, as described by (The Five Basic Methods of Market Research 2017). 
The survey was shared on each group member's Facebook page to reach as many people as 
possible. Data was ultimately collected and was analysed by pairing together segments with 
answers to examine patterns regarding who was interested in the product and how it could be 
modified. This would help the group understand the problem as described by Kotler and 
Armstrong (2016). 
  
In order to create a clear vision of what was to be implemented and the desired functionality 
of the system both visually and on a programming level, a session of VanGundy (1984) Brain 
writing was performed. The group decided to use a version of Brain writing called ‘Pin 
Cards’, originating from the Battelle Institute in Frankfurt. The results of the market research 
and the target market it resulted in were also taken into account during this procedure. The 
procedure generated approximately 400 ideas, which were inserted into an excel document to 
avoid duplicates. The ideas were prioritized by the group, in order to sort them by importance. 
The ideas were labelled ‘necessary’, ‘desirable’ or ‘unnecessary’ by voting.  A rough 
prototype was then created based on the vision and the ideas.   
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3.2 Implementation  

The implementation section describes how gathered information from the pilot study was put 
to use in regards of developing the system, states the system and programming languages 
used and and how implemented functions were tested.   
 
3.2.1 System description and programming languages 
 
The system was developed and implemented using the integrated development environment 
PyCharm. Programming languages that were used were HTML, CSS,  
JavaScript and Python, as well as several different frameworks: Bootstrap, Jinja, 
SQLAlchemy and Flask, libraries: dateutil & _thread etc. and some additional methods such 
as minification. The system was required to have a functioning payment system, signup 
function and login function amongst other features.  
 
3.2.2 Testing the implemented functions 
 
Testing of the implemented functions was mainly conducted in Google Chrome. To test the 
responsiveness of the web application to different screen sizes the Google Chrome DevTools 
Device Mode was used. 
  
After sprint 1 and sprint 2, user tests of the implemented functions were conducted. These 
tests were performed by other students at Linköping University to determine if the 
functionality worked as intended. The test groups consisted of approximately 6-9 people. The 
user tests had the test subjects complete certain tasks that made use of the implemented 
functions of the web application. As the test subjects completed the various tasks, the 
researchers noted whether a function worked as intended or not. This was done by observing 
the user and asking them to use the Thinking aloud methodology, described by both Hertzum 
and Jacobsen (2003) and Holzinger (2005). This was then used to determine if the sprint goals 
were met or not.   
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3.3 Evaluation 

Ultimately, the implemented system was evaluated and its performance measured in 
accordance with the problem statement through a user experience test and measuring 
customer attitudes.  
 
To assess the overall usability of the web application a user experience test was performed as 
described by Hertzum and Jacobsen (2003). The test included several tasks which were to be 
completed by the user using the method Thinking aloud. Once all tasks were completed, the 
users privately filled out a questionnaire as designed by Likert et al (1993) to give further 
input regarding the aforementioned topics. This was to act as a measurement of customers’ 
attitudes toward the web application. The test group chosen for this evaluation were easily 
accessible students at Linköping University campus Valla, most of them studying Industrial 
engineering and management and doing similar projects in web application development. This 
was done in spite of the found target group described in appendix A, as these subjects were 
deemed by the test group to provide sufficient feedback to answer the problem statement, and 
the found target group was not easily accessible. The total amount of test subjects purposely 
matched the 9 persons suggested by Hwang and Salvendy (2010), in order to achieve a 
sufficiently high discovery rate of potential issues, and have a sufficient reliability in the 
gathered data. With further work, a more directed study toward the target group could be 
performed. In order to put together and demonstrate the results from the Thinking aloud tasks 
and questionnaire, an affinity diagram (Algozzine 2003) was synthesized.  
 
3.3.1 User experience test  
 
To evaluate how users experienced the web application, a user experience test was created as 
described by Hertzum and Jacobsen (2003). The setup for the test consisted of one laptop in 
front of the user as well as two evaluators from the group, each using a laptop to take notes 
during the test. The setup was essential to ensure that the feedback would be received in a 
uniform manner. Different tasks were completed by the user under instructions and while 
doing this the user had to say out loud exactly what he or she was thinking during the test. 
During the entire test the two group members took notes of what the user said, focusing on 
issues and unclarities.  
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The tasks the user was asked to complete were: 
 

● Create an account 
● Log off 
● Add a box to the shopping cart 
● Login 
● Remove the box from shopping cart 
● Start a subscription with delivery every two months 
● Change the subscription to every third month and pick the subscription    
duration to twelve months 
● Complete the purchase 
● Find your order 
● Change your home address 
● Send a message to the BokBox team 
● Find information about the delivery process 
● Change your password 

 

3.3.2 Measuring customer attitudes 
 
Upon completion of the user experience test, a questionnaire which satisfied the criteria of 
Likert et al (1993) was sent out by email and filled out independently by the test subjects. The 
measurement of the users’ attitudes toward the e-shop was done through providing twelve 
statements to which the test subjects would agree upon based on a scale from 1-5, in 
accordance with Likert et al (1993), with 1 being the least agreeing and 5 the most. The 
questionnaire was written in Swedish, but for the purpose of continuity in this report the 
direct translations of the statements are provided instead and can be seen in Table 1 below: 
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Table 1: Statements from the attitude test questionnaire.  

 Statements 

1. The design was overall consistent. 

2. The text on the web application was easy to read. 

3. It was a proper amount of information on the pages of the web application. 

4. The information on the web application was relevant. 

5. The colour scheme appealed to me. 

6. It was easy to navigate on the web application. 

7. It was easy to communicate with the company. 

8. The purchasing process was easy to understand. 

9. It was easy to understand the different alternatives in each step of the purchasing 
process. 

10. It was easy to understand what BokBox is. 

11. It was easy to understand the price for one BokBox. 

12. The design of the web application made me feel positive towards BokBox. 
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4. Results 
This chapter presents the outcome of the methods described in the Method chapter.  
 
4.1 Pre-study 
The Pre-study section presents results regarding the pilot study and brain writing session.  
 
4.1.1 Pilot study 
 
The market survey was completed by 832 individuals over a time frame of five days. The 
respondents of the pilot study were divided into the age groups shown in chart 1. The 
distribution of gender among the survey respondents is shown in chart 2. 
 
Chart 1: Distribution of different age groups of survey respondents.  

 
 
The distribution of genders was as follows: 
Chart 2: Distribution of gender of survey respondents. 
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Using the data gathered the group identified three segments that stood out from the rest: 
● Male students aged 19-25 
● Female students aged 19-25 
● Working women aged 36+ 

 
The target group was chosen based on the analysis made in the Marketing Plan (Appendix 3) 
as working women aged 36+. 
 
The rest of the data collected in the pilot study can be found in Appendix 1. 
 
4.1.2 Functionality of the web application 
 
The Brain writing essentially generated approximately 400 ideas which eventually were 
narrowed down to 150, since many of the ideas were similar to each other. The ideas 
collectively labelled as necessary for the web application by the group were the following:  
 

● Constantly available buttons at the top of the page  
● Easy navigation  
● Direct link to Contact in the FAQ-page 
● Not too much information in the FAQ-page  
● Buttons on the bottom of the page, e.g. FAQ  
● Stylish easy-to-understand pictures of the products  
● Easy-to-read links 
● Clear buttons 
● Clear headings at the top of the page that has a ‘roll-down list’ if you hover it 
● Responsive design 
● A partner-page with relevant information 
● Consistent design throughout the entire web application 
● Single-page layout 
● Consistent colour scheme 
● The option to buy a box without having to start a subscription 
● Easily be able to end or extend a subscription 
● Visually update the shopping cart so it’s very clear an item was added 
● Be able to add or remove a product in the shopping cart 
● If the purchase does not go through all the entered information should not 
disappear 
● Be able to order the product for somebody else, meaning the buyer and 
receiver are not the same. 
● Clear error messages if something goes wrong 
● An order confirmation when a purchase has been made 
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● Exclusive design of the box  
● Be able to choose from different lengths of subscription 
● Give example of previous boxes 
● Simple price-setting strategies 
● Fixed shipping date each month 
● Easy to find ‘Contact us’ page 
● An ‘About us’ page 
● Have a ‘My page’ with personal information and information about    
orders/subscriptions. 
● A ‘remember me’ function 

 
The ideas mapped as ‘desirable’ can be found in Appendix 6. 
 
4.2 Implementation 
 
The following section presents a description of the implemented web application with regards 
to user experience and technical functionality.  
 
4.2.1 User experience 
The web application has a static header and footer and single-page base layout, shown in 
figure 1. However, the footer only becomes visible at the bottom of each page. Included in the 
single-page are the pages on the left part of the header. The included pages are Home, What is 
BokBox?, How does it work?, Previous boxes, Partners and Contact. The right side of the 
header contains Order, Shopping cart, Create account, and Login and is separated from the 
left side by blank space. When the user clicks one of the single-page pages the screen “rolls 
down” to the requested page and the specific header in the navbar is highlighted via a purple 
underline.  
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Figure 1: Front page of the web application. 

 
 
When an account is created, the user is required to insert matching passwords and an email-
address with the right format in order for the process to go through, this page is shown in 
figure 2. When the user has inserted correct data the user is automatically logged in, changing 
the Login button to Log out. As an account is created a welcoming email is sent to the email 
address used. Emails are sent out in the following situations: When an account is created, 
when the user requests a link to change the password of the account and when the user makes 
a purchase. 
 
Figure 2: View of web application while creating an account. 
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When placing an order, the user first gets to choose between the options of purchasing a 
single box or setting up a subscription. If a single box is selected, the user gets redirected to 
the shopping cart as no further information is needed. If Subscription is chosen, the user then 
needs to decide the frequency of the subscription, with the options being every month, every 
two months or every three months. In the final step, the user decides the length of the 
subscription, with the options being six months, twelve months or on-going. The three steps 
of the purchasing process are shown in figure 3. 
  
Figure 3: View of web application while ordering a box. 
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In the shopping cart, shown in figure 4, the user gets an overlook of the order and is provided 
with all of the relevant information pertaining to it. In the Shopping cart, the user also enters 
the relevant delivery information. If the user previously entered an address in the My page 
section, the same address will be pre-entered as the user reaches the shopping cart. When all 
necessary information has been inserted, the user can enter its credit card information and 
place the order. The user then gets redirected to a confirmation page with order information 
and a receipt.  
 
Figure 4: View of the shopping cart. 

 
 
 
In the My page section, shown in figure 5, the user can edit personal information linked to the 
account and keep track of orders and subscriptions. The user also sees whether a subscription 
is currently active or not and he can also request an email to change the account password.  
 
Figure 5: View of user profile. 
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The footer contains the pages About us, Terms of Delivery & FAQ. These pages are shown in 
figure 6-8 and can be accessed directly via the urls  /about, /delivery and /faq. 
 
Figure 6: View of the About Us page.

   
 
Figure 7: View of the Terms of Delivery page.

 
 
Figure 8: View of the FAQ page. 
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On the admin page, a user with the required access, administrator, can view and edit all of the 
information surrounding existing users and orders. The admin page is shown in figure 9. 
 
Figure 9: View of the admin page. 

 
 
 
4.2.2 Technical functionality 
 
Figure 10: How the different parts of the web application are connected 

 

Source: https://currentmillis.com/standard/specification/client-centric-time/architecture.png 

The result of the implementation of the project is a web application divided into three parts: 
database, server and client as shown in figure 10. The database contains relations for orders, 
shipments, users, addresses and boxes and is created using SQLAlchemy. This information is 
queried when necessary by the server using Flask SQLAlchemy. The server is written using 
Python's Flask framework and listens for requests via http. It’s also responsible for creating 
new entries in the database when a http POST-request is received from a client. This can for 
instance be a user signing up or placing an order. The server is also responsible for sending 
emails via smtp to users and handling the communication with the Stripe API when charging 
a customer or setting up a subscription. Emails are sent by starting a new thread via Python's 
_thread library which allows the server to respond to the client even if the email process isn’t 
finished yet. It was also necessary to use several other libraries for Python, such as date and 
encryption libraries to achieve increased user security and keep track of what order to ship 
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and when. This order system was implemented in the admin endpoint using Flask’s admin 
framework and protected with basic_auth that protects the entire URL endpoint with a 
username and password. This endpoint is used for administrative and shipping purposes and 
enables the business to ship the right orders at the end of every month as well as tracking 
which order has been sent when. The admin endpoint also allows for editing of users and 
addresses. 

In order for the server to perform its functionality it requires a client to send requests to it. 
Primarily, this is done by a user that enters one of the endpoints in a web browser. When such 
a request is made via http the server responds with the requested data, or if that endpoint does 
not exist it will respond with an error. The server and the client share responsibility for 
presenting the content correctly to the end user. This is accomplished using jQuery at the 
client and Flasks render_template function that utilizes Jinja2 to render templates as pure 
HTML to the client. In some endpoints though this HTML is then further manipulated via 
jQuery. The most noticeable is the ourboxes.html template, where the template is divided into 
sections that are controlled by the choices the user does throughout the selection process. The 
choice is also stored in the next visible part as data attributes which allow for smooth passing 
of the end choice to the shopping cart. It’s also used to only show a small part of each order in 
the user’s page mypage.html and if an order is pressed that element expands and shows more 
detailed information about the order. 

Most default behaviour of HTML tags and submit buttons have been prevented using the 
native preventDefault() function in JavaScript. This was done for all parts of the web 
application that is accessible to the user, e.g. not the admin interface. This allowed for control 
of where data from the server was loaded on the page and enabled the web application to 
never reload the navigation bar or footer unless the user reloaded the entire page. Whenever 
the user presses a button or a link a listener is triggered that prevents the default behaviour 
and the either makes a GET or a POST request to the server and then waits for the response 
and loads the received data where appropriate. Sometimes this might be just an error or 
confirmation message that the client uses to present an error or success indication to the user 
but for some endpoints this can be the primary content of that page. If this is actual HTML 
content rendered by Flask, it will then be placed in a div with the id bodycontent. If it’s in the 
navigation bar or footer, however, it will not, as these are placed outside of the bodycontent 
and kept persistent during a user's interaction with the web application. In addition to the 
footer and header being placed outside the div, it was necessary for the server to know 
whether to load the header and footer or skip them if the client has already loaded them. This 
was accomplished by passing a parameter, set to true, via jQuery in all GET and POST 
requests named navbar. This parameter is then used by a decorator in the server that passes it 
as true or false to the routes which allows Jinja2 to either include or not include the header 
and footer. 
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Apart from just using HTML to present data to the user, CSS was used to style the content. 
Using @media queries in the CSS, where Bootstrap was not enough, the website was made 
responsive for all devices that can be tested in the web browser Google Chrome. The carousel 
on the frontpage is hidden for smaller devices. When the screen width falls below a certain 
threshold the navigation bar is collapsed into a ‘hamburger’ icon which expands to show all 
navigation links when clicked. In order for this to collapse again when a link is pressed it was 
necessary to add or remove this behaviour from the collapsed navigation bar depending on the 
width and was decided when the page was loaded.  

When all the CSS, JavaScript and images were finished the content was optimized to reduce 
the loading times of the webpage. To accomplish this, images were resized to the largest size 
they were showed in. The background image was split into several different resolutions that 
are loaded depending on the width which is decided by @media queries in CSS. Both the 
CSS- and JavaScript-files were minified to reduce their size. This reduced the loading times 
and size of the web application by between 45% and 55%, more for smaller sizes and less for 
larger as the largest files is the background image which changes resolution. 
 

4.3 Evaluation 
The following section presents results from the Thinking aloud test done to evaluate usability 
and results from the questionnaire regarding customer attitudes towards the web application.  
 
4.3.1 Usability evaluation 
 
During the Thinking aloud test, nine test subjects followed the instructions described in 3.3.1 
to evaluate the web application. Two test stations were used simultaneously but due to a 
misunderstanding within the group there was only one group member taking notes at one of 
the stations. During the test, it was discovered that it’s possible to log in with both the old and 
the new password when redirected to login from the change password page. However, it was 
only possible temporarily and only until the page was reloaded. The affinity diagram showing 
results from usability evaluation is shown in the tables 2, 3 and 4.  
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Table 2: Extract from the affinity diagram. 

1. All of the test subjects navigated directly to "My page" but most found 
the process of changing the password to be unclear and overly complicated 
- “Send recovery link” was not easy enough to understand. It would be 
simpler to change the password without sending the link by email. 
- The process of changing the password was not clear before pressing the 
“change password”-button. 
- The “edit password” process was overcomplicated. 

2. All of the test subjects navigated to "My page" without hesitating but it 
was not obvious that the address fields need to be unlocked before editing the 
address 
- Most of the test subjects tried to place the text marker multiple times before 
realizing that there was a button to unlock the fields. 
- It was not obvious that the fields had to be unlocked before editing the 
address. 

 
During the test, there were some issues that several test subjects struggled with. As seen in 
table 2, a majority of the test subjects found the procedure of changing the password to be 
unclear or overly complicated. All of the test subjects navigated to “My page”, without 
hesitation, and figured out how to change the password. However, most of the test subjects 
thought that it would be preferable to change the password directly on the web application 
instead of receiving a reset link by email. During the instruction that involved changing the 
home address all of the test subjects navigated directly to “My page” but several of them 
initially tried to enter the new address without pressing the edit button to unlock the fields 
first. After unsuccessfully trying to place the text marker in the field the test subjects 
struggling realized that they had to press the “edit address” button to be able to do edit the 
address. This problem was only noticed at one of the test stations. The edit address and 
change password function were, according to the usability test, easy to navigate to but not 
intuitive to use.  
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Table 3: Extract from the affinity diagram. 

3. Most test subjects had difficulties changing the subscription interval 
while placing an order 
- It would had been good with a “back”-button, otherwise it’s hard to know 
where to click. 
- It should have been clearer that the progress bar was clickable. 

4. Some test subjects felt like they ended up in the shopping cart too fast 
after choosing the product 
- It was hard to understand what was happening after choosing a product. 
- There was no confirmation when placing a product in the cart. 

5. The web application lacked confirmation messages 
- It was not clear that creating an account succeeded. 
- There was no message confirming that the login succeeded. 

6. The delay after purchasing the product was long and a few of the test 
subjects were unsure about what was happening 
- It was not clear if the page was reloading or not while waiting for a 
confirmation in the purchasing process. Some kind of feedback would make it more 
obvious. 

 
As shown in table 3 only a few of the test subjects used the progress bar in the product 
choosing process to go back to an earlier stage. The rest of the test subjects restarted the 
process from the beginning either by pressing “Beställ” (“Order”) again or using the “back”-
button in the web browser window. A few of the test subjects also thought that the product-
choosing process ended up at the checkout page too fast and that they at first did not realize 
that they had placed the product in the shopping cart. A similar issue regarding confirmation 
messages was also observed at login and signup where some test subjects would have 
expected some kind of confirmation message to show that the process succeeded. When 
finishing the purchasing process some test subjects expressed that the delay while waiting for 
the order confirmation made them hesitate about whether the page was loading or not. 
 
Table 4: Extract from the affinity diagram. 

The single page was used rather than the pages in the footer to find information about 
when the box will be delivered 

- The footer was not easy to find while being on the single page.  
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When the test subjects were asked to find information about when the product will be 
delivered nearly everyone, as shown in table 4, used the single page to find the information 
even though the information could also be found on the FAQ and Terms of Delivery-pages.  
 
4.3.2 Measuring customer attitudes 
 
The same nine test subjects from the user experience test also answered the questionnaire 
presented in 3.3.2, regarding their attitude to various aspects of the web application. 
The results from this questionnaire are presented in Table 5 and visualized in Figure 11. 
 
Table 5: The statements and average values from the attitude test. 

 Statements Average value 

1. The design was overall consistent. 4,8 

2. The text on the web application was easy to read. 3,7 

3. It was a proper amount of information on the pages of the web 
application. 

4 

4. The information on the web application was relevant. 4,4 

5. The colour scheme appealed to me. 4,6 

6. It was easy to navigate on the web application. 4,2 

7. It was easy to communicate with the company. 4,4 

8. The purchasing process was easy to understand. 3,8 

9. It was easy to understand the different alternatives in each step 
of the purchasing process. 

4,5 

10. It was easy to understand what BokBox is. 4,2 

11. It was easy to understand the price for one BokBox. 4 

12. The design of the web application made me feel positive towards 
BokBox. 

4,8 
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Figure 11: Average values of the different statements in the attitude test. 
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5. Discussion 
This chapter aims to discuss the method and the result by analysing them and comparing the 
with the theories presented in the Theory chapter. This chapter also discusses the relevance 
and reliability of the sources used in the report and ends with a description of the work in a 
wider context. 
  
5.1 Results 

The following section is a discussion around the results found during the pre-study, 
implementation and evaluation of the web application. 
 
5.1.1 Pre-study 
  
The Five Basic Methods of Market Research (2017) suggests that a survey is beneficial since 
it allows a bigger collection of data than other data gathering methods since larger data 
generates a more reliable result. Therefore, the group chose to gather the data for the pilot 
study through a survey. The study had 832 participants which the group concluded was 
enough participants. The data collected from the survey and the marketing plan concluded 
who the target customer was which was in line with expectations of what age group would be 
reading most novels. Of the 832 participants, 64,9 % were women and 46 % of the 
participants were in the age of 36+. To receive more reliable results, it would probably been 
preferable with more answers from the target customer group in order to better support the 
discussion regarding the market plan.  
  
5.1.2 Implementation 
  
According to Lee and Kozar (2012), one out of several factors that may influence a user's 
likelihood of making a purchase is consistency. To create a feeling of consistency, the same 
design and style regarding button layout, text style and colour scheme was applied to all 
pages. To easify the implementation of the layout, the group declared standard variables for 
button layout, text style and colours in the CSS-file. The border of the buttons should not be 
round  according to Kim et al (2003) but making the buttons completely square did not appeal 
to the developers and a middle ground was found at a border radius of 2px where it’s not 
perceived as round but does not look as harsh as the completely square version did. The 
colours chosen for the colour scheme were purple, blue, black and white, since the web 
application was supposed to inspire a feeling of luxury and exclusiveness. According to The 
Psychology and Meaning of Colours (2017), black and white signifies perfection, power and 
elegance, purple signifies luxury and quality and blue is soothing and signifies intelligence 
which made these colours suitable to communicate the requested feeling of luxury when 
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entering the e-shop. But, as also mentioned in the theory section, this information can only be 
seen as a guideline regarding the choice of colours, since the meaning of different types of 
colours communicate different feelings depending on the culture and location. Therefore, the 
decision regarding colour scheme should be seen as a decision made based on the group’s 
preferences, rather than an evidence-based decision.    
  
Lee and Kozar (2012) also state navigation as an important factor. To simplify the navigation 
process for the user a fixed navbar with clear links was therefore implemented. Westergren 
(2013) means that important links which should be visible on all pages are links to the 
homepage, a page providing information about the company and a contact page. Crestodina 
(2017) recommends that the menu items are limited to seven to prevent user confusion. 
Therefore, the following six links were included in the left part of the navbar: Home, What is 
BoxBox, How does it work, Previous boxes, Partners and Contact. These pages were also 
included in the single page. In the right part of the navbar the links Order, Cart, Login and 
Signup were included. The group chose to implement more than seven links in the navbar 
since all of the links were seen as necessary for the user to be able to navigate when using the 
web application. The group also reasoned that since the navbar was split into two parts, the 
navbar would still be seen as easy to read even though it consisted of more than the 
recommended seven links. The page Partners was included in the navbar since it may 
possibly increase credibility if collaborates who already have a consumer reputation are 
presented (Jarvenpaa et al 1999). 
  
Crestodina (2017) also means that the descriptions and labels should clearly state where the 
link leads. Therefore, the navbar headers was written to be as clear and understandable as 
possible and the links were highlighted via a purple underline when clicked on. These 
implementations also reinforce two other factors listed by Lee and Kozar (2012); learnability 
and simplicity. Simplicity is increased by the implemented single page and learnability is 
implemented via easy and understandable navbar links and updated urls for the footer. 
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Rutherford (2017) states that a fixed navbar is a favourable alternative and Crestodina (2017) 
means that one should avoid drop-down menus. For mobile devices, the ‘hamburger’ icon is 
seen as the industry standard and is easily understandable (Lessin 2013) and according to 
Bingham (2016), it’s important to develop a web application that is responsive for all devices. 
Based on this, the navbar was fixed regardless of window size, but converted into a 
‘hamburger’ for devices with smaller screens. The functionality of having the ‘hamburger’ 
icon collapse again when a link in it was pressed, could have been implemented by 
continually listening to window.onresize. However, it was concluded that since the user will 
be on either a mobile device, a desktop or a laptop it was enough to decide this on page load. 
In addition, the web application was further made responsive for all devices by changing 
object and text size as well as image orientation. The implementation of the Previous Boxes 
carousel was seen as unnecessary to be shown on small screens and therefore hidden. 
  
To increase the e-shop’s supportability for the user, a Contact us form and How does it work 
page were implemented on the single page and Terms of Delivery and FAQ were added in the 
footer. According to Crestodina (2017), the most important and used links should be put first 
and last in a navigation bar and therefore the Contact link was listed last in the left part of the 
navbar. Error messages, in the terms of red text with specific info of what the user should 
correct if not filling in the form correctly, and also confirmation messages, when a form was 
correctly submitted, was implemented to benefit the interactivity factor stated by Lee and 
Kozar (2012). 
  
Previous reader’s reviews might keep the consumer online longer and is recommended by 
Shang et al (2005) to implement. Since one part of the product concept was to keep the 
product content secret from the consumer until the box arrived, the product was mainly 
presented via the page Previous boxes, which also included previous readers’ reviews. 
Chapman (2014) claims that an important part of the design of a web application when selling 
a product is purchase ease, therefore the group decided to implement a visible ‘Order now’ 
button seen as the first thing when visiting the e-shop. 
Chapman (2014) states that the checkout process should be quick, easy and divided into two 
parts; one shopping cart and one page where the order is confirmed. This structure was 
implemented with a three-step purchase solution, visually shown via a progress navbar where 
the current step is highlighted. To be able to track order history and handle subscriptions, the 
user had to log in or sign up to make a purchase. Even though Chapman (2014) means that 
it’s generally a bad idea to force customers to create a user account or log in to make a 
purchase, it was found necessary to connect the customer to an account. However, the 
login/signup process was simplified by integrating it directly into the checkout page. 
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 5.1.3 Evaluation 
  
The most significant problems identified from the user experience test were regarding 
password change, editing the address and going back in the order process. Those procedures 
all lacked in the simplicity and interactivity instruments that Lee and Kozar (2012) mentioned 
since the procedures were not intuitive enough. The group found it hard to foresee these 
problems, most likely since the group members had developed the web application and 
always knew where to focus. As a new user entering the web application, it was not as clear 
as intended. By adding more interactivity in the form of components and text that explains the 
different procedures the web application would probably be easier to use. If a function 
requires a description the information might help to increase the interactivity, but still not be 
intuitive enough to be able to fulfil the simplicity parameter. The procedure of changing the 
password could for example be redesigned since it, even after an explaining component, still 
did not satisfy the simplicity parameter. To indicate that the new password was sent to the 
user’s e-mail, the reset button could have a mail icon visualized beside the text “send” and/or 
add an explaining a short text explaining the resetting process for the user. 
  
Problems number 4-6 discovered during the user experience test could all be related to 
interactivity.  Overall, the web application was designed with error messages in mind, but not 
with messages when the user did the right thing. However, since the test subjects in the user 
experience test, even though they were advanced users, still found it hard to follow if some 
procedures succeed or not it most likely would have been even harder for normal users like 
the chosen target group for the product. To prevent this problem occurring, the web 
application should have been developed to be more interactive in the form of giving feedback 
to the user. Furthermore, the product choosing process was hard to follow for some test 
subjects according to the attitude test and most test subjects did not realize that the progress 
bar was clickable which reduced the navigability during this stage and could have been 
prevented if the progress bar provided more feedback to the user when changing stage or if 
the links were the more clearly designed as buttons. The design should be clear though 
according to the consistency criteria (Lee and Kozar 2012) as they were designed the same as 
the navbar. Interactivity could be increased by adding messages and animations to visualize 
that something happened rather than e.g. only changing the elements in the navbar when 
logging in or dynamically changing the content. Cao et al (2004) mention that it’s important 
to give the users feedback if a page is loading because it will increase the tolerance towards 
loading times on the web application. The group chose not to implement a loading image like 
Cao et al (2004) suggested, but rather increase the speed of the system, thinking it would be 
enough. This however, seemed to not be sufficient and the web application would probably 
have been more usable and understandable with an implemented loading image. This could, 
for example, be implemented in the end of the purchasing process in the form of an 
interactive object that is moving or spinning when the web application loads since some test 
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subjects was unsure if the page was reloading or not. 
  
Another problem that was identified was that some users had troubles understanding what the 
e-shop was selling. In the current version of the application the users are greeted with a 
blurred image of books accompanied with the name of the company and an order now button. 
If the user does not know beforehand what the shop is offering they must scroll down before 
the product is explained. To help the user faster and more easily understand the product a 
carousel could have been implemented at the top of the page presenting the idea. This would 
hopefully help with the discoverability problem the shop suffers from. 
 
Even though there were some issues with simplicity and interactivity throughout the web 
application, most test subjects felt, according to the evaluation, a positive attitude towards it 
in general. One statement from the attitude test that received a lower average rating was 
whether the text on the web application was easy to read or not. Considering that the test 
subjects all were advanced users, and not representative of targeted customers, it might be 
necessary to improve the readability of the text further. During the Thinking aloud test, one of 
the test subjects also commented specifically on the text size on the receipt. With this in mind, 
it’s likely that most of the discovered problems from the evaluation could have a bigger, 
negative impact on the target group. Therefore, the problems regarding interactivity, 
navigation and readability need further development to fit the target group. The positive 
attitude to the web application could correlate with the number of errors and usability of the 
web application. Therefore, it’s important to further develop and test the web application to 
ensure a high positive attitude for the target group.  
 
5.2 Method 

The following chapter discusses the different methods chosen for the project and how choices 
made affected the outcome.  
 
5.2.1 Pre-study 
 
Designing specific, measurable and realistic problem statement was something that would 
have a big impact on the entirety of the project. Therefore, there were many alterations in the 
beginning in order to fulfil the appropriate requirements. If the group had not prioritized this, 
perhaps the project could have failed as there would be too many open-ends and unknowns. 
According to Walliman (2011), the objectives of research are categorization, explanation, 
prediction, creating a sense of understanding, providing potential for control and evaluation. 
If the problem statement are not specific, measurable and realistic the above objectives would 
not be easy to fulfil. 
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As the group engaged in the creation of a pre-study, particular weight was put into 
understanding customer needs through the collection of data. According to Kotler and 
Armstrong (2016), one must know the customer in order to succeed. To do this, the group 
decided to perform market research and build a marketing plan, in accordance with Babin and 
Zikmund (2015). The marketing research itself could have been done in plenty of ways. There 
are five common main methods: surveys, focus groups, personal interviews, observation and 
field trials. The group decided to do a survey, as it would allow a large collection of data and 
a concise questionnaire would provide us with an opportunity to analyse a sample group that 
represents the target market (The Five Basic Methods of Market Research 2017). While the 
collected data could be argued to be large, the extent to which the questionnaire was concise 
is debatable. For example, “Do you find it laborious to find which books to read?” provides a 
yes-or-no scenario, but “laborious” is relative to the respondent and does not allow accurate 
standardized answering principles.  
 
To simplify the collection of data, the questions asked required the respondents to fill in the 
appropriate answers in accordance with multiple choice answers. This allowed the group to 
see trends, but for some questions this answer format was not suitable. For example, the 
question “How do you choose which books to read?” could perhaps have been an open 
question, as there is a chance that none of the options were applicable for the respondent. 
However, an “other” field was provided for the respondent to fill out if this was the case. To 
bring together the answers in these fields, one group member would read them all one-by-one 
and try to draw concluding groups in which to insert these answers to try to demonstrate them 
in our results. This could have been done in a different manner, as it was rather time 
consuming. According to Johnson and Christensen (2010), one could have randomly selected 
a sample from the defined population, determined the sample characteristics and then inferred 
the characteristics of the population based on this sample. This decision would have saved 
time, but would probably not have produced a result that was as extensive.  
 
The market research could perhaps have been done in other ways as well. The use of focus 
groups and personal interviews is particularly interesting for the sake of this project. This is 
because our target group was easily found from the survey and using this, the group could 
have reached out to several people who belong to this target group and asked them to be a 
part of the focus groups and the personal interviews. For example, open-ended questions 
which currently are included in the survey could have been asked to these groups instead to 
give a representation of the market. Observation and field trials would be more applicable as 
the web application is nearing a beta-stage, as before a web application is designed it’s hard 
to do these.  
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Babin and Zikmund (2015) mean that if the company follows the market research they will be 
able to understand what they will sell, how consumers view the company, what the company 
and/or product means and what the consumers desire. The group’s original idea was to offer a 
monthly based subscription solution, but since many of the answers in the pilot study stated 
that they would prefer to receive the box with longer time gaps, the group decided to offer 
three different alternatives regarding the time interval instead of only one alternative. This 
market research approach seems more applicable for companies that have not yet finished 
designing their foundations and products. In the case of the pilot study that the group 
conducted, the idea of BokBox and its product was already established so the answers from 
the survey would perhaps rather reinforce the arguments as opposed to why these were 
established. The survey would however allow the group to find target groups and other 
marketing-related conclusions which would help in the design of the web application. 
 
To generate a large amount of ideas for functionalities for the web application, Brain writing 
was used. While this method did generate a very large amount of ideas in a quick manner, 
there is perhaps a variation of Brain writing which is more appropriate for this kind of project. 
This is because after its execution, the way to prioritize the generated ideas was not specific. 
In order to decide, discussion followed by open votes would take over as this seemed to be the 
most effective way to go. Perhaps some ideas could have been given a different prioritization 
if the methodology was different here. For example, a private voting system could have led 
people to vote differently as they would not feel influenced by the nearby group members. To 
develop the concept, two Brain writing sessions with different focuses instead of one all-
including session might result in more specific ideas and a better structure.   
 
Furthermore, there were some differences in the implementation of the Pin Cards-technique 
used by the group and the implementation described by VanGundy (1984). To begin with, 
according to VanGundy, the group performing the technique should consist of 5-7 people, 
whereas the research group consisted of 9 people. However, the researchers found that it 
made more sense to include all group members in the session. Furthermore, the technique is 
usually implemented in order to generate product ideas, but was in this case used to generate 
ideas of how to develop the entire web application. VanGundy (1984) also states that the 
cards used should be sent around for 20 to 30 minutes, whereas the group decided to send 
them around until people had the card they initially started with. The group also decided to 
label the ideas based on importance, rather than just using them or not as suggested using the 
original technique. The group do not believe that these differences in implementation affected 
the results in a negative way, but rather that the fact that the technique was modified for this 
specific project favoured the results. 
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5.2.2 Implementation 
 
Was the continuously changing implementation method an efficient concept which improved 
the final product? Multiple answers could be given on the topic. In one way it contradicts with 
consistency, which could have been a main element in influencing the potential customer of 
making a purchase (Lee and Kozar 2012). On the other hand, also according to Lee and Kozar 
(2012), learnability is a very important influence which most certainly improves by having a 
developing and changing implementation method. 
 
Numerous new languages, tools and programs, a big part of which the group had never used 
before, had to be learned, including HTML, CSS, Python and more. This meant that a lot of 
information had to be gathered. According to Derese (2015) one of the most important 
elements in research should be explanation and creating sense of understanding. This could 
definitely have been improving the group’s effort to gather information in difference of the 
approach that was used. Instead of gathering information on Google individually it could have 
been smarter to have more focus on the collective learning in forms of workshops or in any 
other way create something educational to give a larger sense of understanding. 
 
5.2.3 Evaluation 
 
To assess whether the work regarding the implementations of the web application could 
answer the problem statement, an evaluation was necessary. The evaluation was broken down 
into separate parts: usability and customer attitudes. There was a unanimous decision amongst 
the group that testing would be an appropriate way to evaluate each part. Throughout the 
evaluation process the group would recall the instruments described by Lee and Kozar (2012). 
This was done in order to better pinpoint the aspects which were under assessment. The group 
decided that the five most relevant instruments to evaluate to answer the problem statement 
were: consistency, navigability, simplicity, content relevance and readability. These were 
chosen as they described what the group had mainly focused on during the implementation 
stage. While all of the instruments described by Lee and Kozar (2012) certainly were existent 
on the web application, some of their implications were not perfectly applicable for further 
assessment.  
 
The first of the two-part evaluation process was the usability assessment, done through a 
User-experience test, where the Thinking aloud methodology was applied. The tasks that 
were to be completed during the test were chosen so that they could provide data which could 
be analysed and compared to the factors described above. Before the test, the group fixated 
guidelines that were to be followed when taking notes during the test. For the execution of the 
test, the test subject was provided with a computer that had access to the web application and 
there were two people taking notes as the test subject would complete the tasks.  
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According to Holzinger (2005), perhaps having two test subjects simultaneously cooperating 
during the test could have produced a better result, in regard to thinking aloud, but the group 
had trouble finding enough test subjects. This was because, in accordance with Hwang and 
Salvendy (2010), the research group should use nine test subjects in order to secure a high 
discovery rate, and that would have meant 18 test subjects for the Holzinger version. As such, 
the group decided to try to follow the ideas of Hertzum and Jacobsen (2003): both encourage 
the thinking aloud behaviour during the test and to have two evaluators who work in parallel 
to make the study more reliable and thorough. The evaluators would focus on taking notes of 
the troubles and misconceptions that the test subjects encountered. The test subject would be 
given one task at a time, in order to be able to ask questions in case there were any 
misunderstandings regarding the tasks, and also so that the evaluators could easily pinpoint 
where problems or comments belonged. Following the test, the evaluators would put their 
notes together and see what they both had written down, and then produce one result for that 
test. This process was repeated for all nine test subjects.  
 
The second of the two-part evaluation process was the measuring of customer attitudes, in 
which the test subjects were asked to fill out a questionnaire. This had been constructed in 
ways according to the method defined by Likert et al (1993). A lot of emphasis was put on 
ensuring that the questions did not have contradictory statements, and a 5-graded scale was 
provided for each question as this would be more reliable than a 10-graded scale. This survey 
provided the group with feedback that could directly answer some of the problem statement, 
and as such were very successful. However, thoughts were put into perhaps having made the 
questionnaire more open-ended, as that would allow the test subjects to express their opinion 
of what was missing or could have been altered. This could be a good way of finding 
improvement areas other than those retrieved from the Thinking aloud user experience test. 
However, according to Holzinger (2005), questionnaires like these are an indirect method and 
the answers obtained are subjective and of lower validity than the Thinking aloud method. 
This suggests that the group’s decision to exclude these types of questions were probably 
more appropriate. 
 
The result of the user experience test may be affected by the fact that only one group member 
was taking notes at one of the stations. Hertzum and Jacobsen (2003) mention that the 
agreement rate between two evaluators range between 5 - 65 %. The result from the usability 
evaluation showed that all test subjects that tested on one of the stations had issues with 
changing the address but none at the other test station. This was probably due to the 
evaluators not writing it down rather than it not occurring. 
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Another aspect to discuss in the evaluation process is the choice of the test group. The 
decision to choose nine test subjects was done in accordance with Hwang and Salvendy 
(2010), because they would produce a good enough discovery rate to allow the evaluators to 
reach conclusions regarding the problem statement. However, the test group included people 
in the age group 18-25. This does not correspond to the target group established in the market 
plan, which was derived from the market research. If the testing would have been done with a 
test group whose age was more in line with the target group, perhaps the results would have 
been different. Another factor to look at is that the test group consisted of people that the 
project group already knew. They had also just designed their own web application, and 
would as such be more used to the concept of testing web applications and particularly using 
Thinking aloud. This could have produced a better result as there would be less confusion in 
regard to all the tasks in the user-experience test and the concepts of the questions asked 
during the survey but it could also produce a result that is not accurate and not representative 
of the target customer. 
 
5.3 Source criticism 

The research group behind this report has used different sources to support and build a 
foundation for decisions made and what direction to take in order to come to conclusions 
regarding the problem statement. The sources used have been varied and many, with the 
intent of getting unbiased and correct information. The group has tried to find sources that 
show current research rather than opinions by individuals and have, as far as possible, found 
multiple sources supporting the same idea or statement. This was done to ensure validity, as 
several sources stating the same thing increases the credibility.  
 
Scientific sources, including publications in journals, reports and literature have been 
prioritized over others and used as far as possible to ensure a high degree of credibility. 
However, this has at times been difficult as informal information regarding development of 
web applications and programming in general is abundant but not scientific enough. These 
subject domains advance and progress quickly and the group have at times found it hard to 
find the most up-to-date information in scientific publications as it has not yet been written. 
Care has consequently been taken to evaluate the relevancy of these sources. In addition, a 
few publications that have been used have been ten or more years old. Development in 
programming, trends in design of web applications and new theories renders much of this 
information inaccurate and these sources have mainly been used to support standards and 
statements that can be seen as constant. Irrelevant information has been discarded from the 
report which might be inaccurate as some of it may still be relevant but not confirmed in 
newer studies. This might lead to correct conclusions from older studies being left out from 
the report on false grounds.  
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Primary sources have mainly been used, as these are more credible and reliable. The majority 
of sources have been found digitally, both scientific ones as well as more informal ones. 
Articles from journals, literature and reports are nowadays often digitized and the group 
believe that this does not compromise credibility. This has greatly facilitated the gathering of 
information, as database libraries have been used as opposed to physical libraries to find the 
same documents. All scientific publications have been found through databases recommended 
by Linköping University, mainly Academic Search Premier.  
 
Research regarding the background of authors of sources has not been done in the majority of 
cases. Trustworthiness has instead been based on the fact that many publications have been in 
reliable and established media and that the information can be backed by other sources. Care 
has also been taken by the research group to read entire reports and specifically go through 
methods and results, rather than just gathering information from abstracts or conclusions. 
Lack of complete technical knowledge and different levels of knowledge throughout the 
group may have influenced choices of technical sources and relevancy can be criticised.  
 
The website concerning colour psychology (The Psychology and Meaning of Colors 2017) is 
not a scientific website and lacks information pertaining to the author and any contact 
information or references to scientific literature. Thus this source should not been seen as 
conclusive support for the report but rather as a guideline when the developers chose colors. 
Other scientific literature on the subject of colour psychology come to different conclusions 
based on when and where the study was conducted and was thus difficult to use directly. It 
was instead used to support the claim that colour psychology is not a well researched area, 
especially not scientifically. 
 
Assumptions and decisions regarding the product that the web application is based on and the 
marketing plan are derived from data from the pre-study. This data was deemed credible as it 
was conducted in a way that is in line with theories regarding data collection and marketing 
research. The research group was of large quantity and answers were given by a wide variety 
of people. Nevertheless, the pre-study contains answers from people not in the relevant target 
group. More applicable information could have been gathered if the study was targeted 
towards only the relevant segment of customers. 
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5.4 The work in a wider context 

Societal and ethical aspects pertaining to the project are important to keep in mind and much 
of it regards privacy and how personal data is handled.  
 
A major point of argument regarding electronic commerce is privacy of the customer. Privacy 
and how it should be treated ethically has for a long time been discussed amongst marketing 
and commerce professionals. With the many possibilities of collecting information the 
internet provides, the debate of ethical collection and usage of personal information has 
continued (Caudill and Murphy 2000). The web application e-shop that was developed 
collects several pieces of personal information. These include e-mail address, full name, street 
address and telephone number. 
 
Stead and Gilbert (2001) claim that spamming of an e-mail address is “a major privacy issue”. 
Stead and Gilbert (2001) also mention a poll which showed that 51% of e-mails that were sent 
to consumers from companies that they were associated with were appreciated.  Because the 
developed web application requires an e-mail address from customers and sends e-mails to 
said address after certain interactions with the application, the ethical issue of spamming 
should be considered. However, the functionality to send e-mail is used scarcely in the web 
application. An email is sent when a user profile is created, a password change is requested, a 
product is purchased or when a purchased product is shipped. It could be argued that these 
should not be considered spam as Stead and Gilbert (2001) define spamming as e-mails sent 
with unsolicited information yet these e-mails include information that may be important to 
the interaction between the consumer and the company. 
 
Under the European Union Data Protection Directive, the collection of personal data is legal 
if it’s conducted according to the Directive’s Article 7 (Council Directive 1995/46/EC). The 
circumstances outlined in Article 7 that apply to the developed web application are the 
following: unambiguous consent has been given or the data is needed to process a contract, in 
this instance the billing (Council Directive 1995/46/EC). Because the personal information 
that includes street address, full name and telephone number is required for the billing and 
shipping on the web application, the second circumstance is clearly satisfied. An argument 
could also be made that the first circumstance is satisfied since the personal information in 
question is entered manually by the consumer which could imply unambiguous consent. 
 
Overall, the privacy of consumers is a complex ethical situation. Caudill and Murphy (2000) 
outline three different policies on how to handle privacy ethically. Firstly, a privacy statement 
which informs consumers how their personal information is handled to protect their privacy 
should be readily available, promoted and regularly updated. Secondly, a privacy audit where 
the methods used to gather and save personal information are inspected in an attempt to 
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hinder issues that may compromise the privacy of the consumers. Third and lastly, adopting 
technology that would strengthen the protection of consumer privacy. The adoption of these 
policies to the developed web application would show that an attempt to ensure that the 
privacy of consumers is protected had been made. 
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6. Conclusion 
This chapter presents conclusions that aim to answer the problem statement presented in the 
Introduction and also suggests future work related to the problem statement. 
 
6.1 Objective and problem statement 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the research on the whole, a reflection upon the stated 
objectives is necessary. According to the results, the implemented web application has an 
overall success in most of the tested aspects. The results from the attitude test also suggest 
that the web application is easily navigable and visually attractive to its users, which were the 
stated objectives. Furthermore, this would suggest that the group has achieved its objectives 
and also that the web application induced a positive attitude in its users. 
 
In addition, several conclusions regarding how to design and implement a usable e-shop 
according the problem statement can be drawn. These conclusions are made with regards to: 
making it easy to navigate, easy for the user to understand and purchase the product, and 
having it induce a positive attitude. 
 
First of all, a navbar with clear and understandable headings facilitates the navigation for the 
user and provides an overview of the web application. Furthermore, having it accessible at all 
times is necessary for easy navigation. The group therefore suggests, in line with previous 
theory (Rutherford 2017), that the navbar should be fixed at the top and visible at all times. 
The navbar should consist of the most used and most important links and it is further 
suggested that the navbar is made more interactive to the user by highlighting the clicked link.  
 
The research from the project and relevant theory show that users often request visual 
feedback from the web application (Cao et al 2004). Developers should therefore try to 
implement visual feedback in some functions or aspects of the application to increase 
interactivity. Being a usability instrument, it will ultimately have an effect on how easy it is 
for customers to purchase the product (Lee and Kozar 2012). For example, the research 
results show that longer waiting times without visual response make users unnerved and they 
sometimes repeat the task instead of waiting for the server to respond. In situations like this, it 
is recommended that some sort of visual response while the user is waiting for the server to 
respond is implemented, regardless of how fast the server responds.  
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Clarity in the purchasing process is important to avoid confusion and insecurity. The users 
should have different alternatives to orient themselves forward and backward when 
purchasing a product. This can for example be done by implementing both buttons and a 
progress bar clearly describing the different steps, as was shown in the research project 
evaluation. This increases purchasing ease, in accordance with research conducted by Lee and 
Kozar (2012), and navigability, as it helps users track where they are and where they are 
going.  
 
Although the results of the attitude test, developed in accordance with Likert et al (1993), 
showed a positive attitude toward the web application, it is not possible to reach a conclusion 
based on the research of how a positive attitude can be induced in the user. Many factors 
influence a user’s attitude towards a web application and the study conducted in this project is 
not extensive enough for general conclusions to be drawn.  
 
6.2 Future work 

Further work could have been implemented regarding the development of the web 
application, but was not done due to the time limitations of the project. First of all, having the 
intended target group evaluate the application would increase validity and credibility of the 
research. In addition, having a larger number of testers would increase discovery rate 
(Faulkner 2003) and is something that should be considered. Improving the evaluation in 
these ways would lay a good foundation for further improvements in the implementation of 
the application to match the problem statement.  
 
To come to future conclusions regarding what affects the positive attitude it would be advised 
to construct additional tests to evaluate different factors such as color scheme, placement of 
the navigation bar, interactive elements etc. 
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Appendix 1 - Market survey  
Questions 
The following questions were asked in the initial market survey:  

1. What is your age? 
2. What is your sex? 
3. What do you do for a living? 
4. Do you enjoy reading? 
5. How many books do you approximately read in a year?  
6. How do you choose which books to read? 

- I choose books from top-lists. 
- I choose from recommendations from friends. 
- I choose best sellers. 
- I choose randomly. 
- I choose books similar to books I have read previously. 

7. Do you find it laborious to find which books to read? 
8. Have you ever heard of subscription boxes before? 
9. If yes, what is the most important part when making a purchasing decision? 

- The design of the box. 
- That the content is varied. 
- That it helps me discover new things. 
- The size of the box. 
- That the content is specialized for me.  
- The price. 
- That I know the content of the box when I order it. 

10. Would you be interested in subscribing to BokBox? 
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Result 
Synthesis of answers to market survey questions, where each graph shows what the 832 
respondents answered to corresponding survey questions (see Appendix 1).  

 
      Figure 9: Charts and tables created from market survey answers. 
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Appendix 2 - Data from user experience test 
 
Test user 1 
Evaluator 1 
Ingen notis vid inloggning /konto skapat 
Gick fort att komma från beställ till kundvagn (behöver vara inloggad för att köpa) 
Varför behövs zip-code 
”Varför aktiv under ordrar” 
Ingen flash när man ändrar uppgifter 
Såg det via ”hur fungerar det” 
Ändra lösenord -> ”skicka återställningsmail” oklart. Hade nog varit bättre att göra det via 
hemsidan? /// eller förklara lite mer på själva sidan  
 
Evaluator 2 
Man får inte upp någon notifikation om att man loggas ut.  
Klickade tillbaka på baren. Bra med baren så att man ser vart man är! Förstod att man kunde 
använda den.  
Oklart varför man ska fylla i zip-code i betalsteget.  
Vad betyder Aktiv? (kom dock sen på att det är en prenumerationstjänst så det klargjordes) 
Otydligt vad som hände när man trycker på skicka lösenord. Klargjordes sedan när mejlet 
kom.  
 
Test user 2 
Evaluator 1 
Svårt att se när man ska lägga något I kundvagnen, “beställ” kanske inte är jättetydligt. 
Går tillbaka till beställ istället för att trycka bakåt där uppe 
Gick till ordrar och letade efter leveransvillkor, sen gick till ”hur fungerar det” 
Oklart när man trycker på ändra lösenord -> skicka återställningsmail 
Kan vara kul att enklare se vad som boxen innehåller, kan vara bra att se olika alternativ 
lite förvirrande om vad som hamnar i kundvagnen när man beställer 
 
Evaluator 2 
Osäkerhet i att hitta hur man lägger till en box.  
Tänkte först gå till Beställ. Använde sedan webbläsarens bakåt-knapp.  
Gick in på Min sida - dina ordrar och tittade där för att hitta information om när boxen 
levereras. Sedan till Hur fungerar det.   
Ändra lösenord: Trodde först att man skulle ändra precis som man ändrar övrig info. Lite 
otydligt att man bara kan göra det per mejl.  
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Test user 3 
Evaluator 1 
Förstod inte riktigt att man var i kundvagnen direkt. 
Blir det billigare om man beställer 12 månader? 
Gick till ”hur fungerar det” 
Oklart med ändra lösenord -> skicka återställningsmail 
 
Evaluator 2 
Förvåning över att den redan ligger i kundvagnen när en box läggs till.  
Använde baren för att gå tillbaka till prenumeration var tredje månad, tyckte att det var 
tydligt.  
Bra att infon är förifylld när man skickar meddelande.  
Går direkt till Hur fungerar det för att se när boxen levereras.  
Frågade om han måste trycka igen för att få mejlet vid ändra lösenord.  
 
Test user 4 
Evaluator 1 
Lite svårt att förstå ifall man lägger till saker i kundvagnen genom ”beställ” 
Förstår inte att man är inne i kundvagnen på en gång 
Gick tillbaka lite för långt när man ångrade sig 
Går till ”hur fungerar det” först, såg inte och gick sedan till ”leveransvillkor” 
Testade det gamla lösenordet och det fungerade. Testade samma sak igen och då fungerade 
det inte. 
 
Test user 5 
Evaluator 1 
Gick till ”hur fungerar det” för att lägga till en box, sedan tillbaka till ”beställ nu” 
Svårt att se att man är i kundvagnen 
Går till beställ för att byta leverans, hade varit bra med någon pil kanske 
Betalar allt direkt eller månadsvis? Kanske vore bra med passande alternativ 
”hur fungerar det” för leveransinformation 
Svårt att förstå kopplingen ändra lösenord -> skicka återställningsmail 
Hade tänkt att det skulle göras direkt istället 
Lite mycket spam 
Långdragen återställningsprocess av lösenord 
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Evaluator 2 
Byta prenumeration, gick till kundvagnen och sen tillbaka till beställ istället för att trycka på 
baren. 
Osäker på om det var hela beloppet eller om det var delbetalning vid köpslut. 
Hitta information om när boxen levereras: gick till Hur fungerar det.  
Ändra ditt lösenord:  
 -> Min sida -> Förväntade sig att man byter lösenord direkt istället för via mail 
 -> Ett steg för mycket att maila 
 
Test user 6 
Evaluator 1 
Letade lite efter att kunna gå tillbaks när han skulle ändra intervall. 
Tryckte på tidigare boxar på single-pagen när han skulle hitta sina egna tidigare ordrar. 
Försökte ändra sin adress direkt i fältet utan att trycka på ändra adress. 
Hittade startdatum när han skulle hitta när nästa box kommer att skickas, på min sida. 
Hittar inte footern och information om när det ska skickas ut. 
  
Test user 7 
Evaluator 1 
Väljer beställ nu mitt på startsidan 
Tryckte på tillsvidare först när han skulle ändra intervall, tryckte inte på andra steget. 
Försökte klicka direkt i adressfältet när han skulle ändra den. 
Hittar leveransinformation under ”Hur fungerar det” och inte leveransvillkor. 
Hittar ingen information om vilken mailadress som är kopplad till kontot. 
Kvittot tar lite lång tid att ladda, tvekar lite. 
  
Test user 8 
Evaluator 1 
Tryckte på Logga in när han skulle skapa konto. Tyckte dock det var tydligt 
Skulle vilja ha en bekräftelse på att kontot har skapats, eftersom man kommer till förstasidan. 
Väljer beställ nu på mitten av sidan. 
Väljer hemknappen uppe till vänster snarare än tillbaka när han ska lägga ny beställning. 
Letar lite efter tillbakaknapp när han ska ändra intervall. 
Kvittot tar lite lång tid att ladda, tvekar lite. 
Klickar först i adressfältet på ändra adress. 
Väljer hur fungerar det snarare än Leveransvillkor. 
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Test user 9 
Evaluator 1 
Vill kunna klicka ur när han skapar att han inte får några mailutskick som han inte vill ha. 
Tycker texten i kvittot är liten. Förmodligen en äldre målgrupp som kanske inte kan läsa liten 
text på en skärm. 
Tycker att stegen skulle kunna vara i olika färger så det blir ännu tydligare. 
Letar lite efter hur han kan gå tillbaks i beställningsprocessen. 
Tycker att texten i kundvagnen kan bli lite tydligare, typ highlighta nyckelord som hur ofta 
osv. 
Tveksam till kom ihåg mig – knappen vid betalning. 
Lite liten text i kvittot. 
Försöker ändra adressen direkt i fönstret vid byte av adressuppgifter. 
Skulle kunna ha nån text vid skick av fråga typ ”tack för att du kontaktat oss vi återkommer så 
fort vi kan” 
Tycker det vore nice att kunna ändra lösenord direkt på sidan. 
Hade gillat en livechat-funktion 
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Appendix 3 – Marketing Plan  

Introduction  
 
BokBox is a new start up focusing on delivering exciting reading experiences to everyone in 
Sweden. We want to spread the joy of reading amazing books to people without the time 
investment that is often associated with finding them. We are currently looking into taking 
our first steps towards this by launching our first-ever product. This product will be a 
subscription box, which essentially is a well curated box delivered directly to your door on a 
monthly basis. The box will contain a varied and exciting collection of literary works from 
authors that do not get the recognition we feel they deserve. This way, we aim to open up our 
customers to new authors, genres and titles that excite and interest them.    
  
Physical book sales are on the decline, but monthly subscription boxes are on the rise. 
Therefore, BokBox will be launched onto the Swedish market for book sales, as a monthly 
subscription box that is delivered straight to the customer’s door. The box will contain 2-3 
interesting books for the reader to dig into. To cater to customers of different lifestyles and 
different amounts of time spent on reading each month, it will be possible to choose between 
subscribing to a box every, every other or every third month.   
  
Our goal is to establish BokBox as a product that is recognised for its quality and innovative 
design. We are working hard to have the box reflect these key staples of our company and 
hope that like us, our customers will look forward to every new box. The feelings it should 
invoke are those of longing, much like the ones a child feels on Christmas Eve. Our ultimate 
goal is to, in the future, usher the book market into a new golden era where authors gets the 
recognition they deserve and where reading is as widespread as it once was.   
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Analysis of environment 
 
Macro environment  
With a PESTEL- analysis (Chartered Institute of Management Accountants 2017) as a base, 
different factors can be identified as relevant to examine in order to get a better picture of 
broader forces acting upon the company. The factors seen as most relevant to BokBox from a 
macro perspective are evaluated below:  
 
Political factors  
Political impact is not seen as a relevant factor to BokBox as the Swedish government system 
and political environment are regarded as stable. BokBox is not seen as a product that the 
government has interest intervening in, neither can any tariffs or trade restrictions be foreseen 
that may impact the sales of BokBox, other than a potential raise in VAT.   
 
Economical factors  
Economical factors like the overall state of the economy and the unemployment rate in 
Sweden indirectly affect BokBox business to a certain extent. A flourishing economy leads to 
consumers having more money to spend on new and “unnecessary” products. Since our 
product can not be classified as a necessity and doesn’t have a strong brand name to fall back 
on, the current economic situation is something that may have an impact on sales.  
 
Technological factors  
Technological factors impacting our company include changes in availability and use of the 
Internet and e-commerce, use of social media and the development of the e-book industry. As 
all of our sales are made online through our web shop, more accessible Internet and growth as 
well as technological advancements in e-commerce in general will positively affect BokBox. 
The more consumers choose the Internet for purchasing goods, the more readily available and 
accessible our product will be.  E-books are a threat to our product, since we supply 
consumers with physical, paperback books. As e-book shops become more advanced and 
comprehensive, customers may choose this alternative over traditional reading.   
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Social factors  
Social factors can be seen as one of the biggest aspects affecting BokBox. Social trends, like 
whether or not reading is “cool”, the general use of companies that bring products to our 
doorstep etc. impact the purchasing choices of our consumers. Trends in reading cause more 
people to buy books and thereby also look for alternative ways to buy them. In addition, 
trends in purchasing subscription solutions in general will have a positive effect on sales. The 
lifestyle of Swedish people, including working habits, family life and holiday plans, also 
influence their reading habits and thereby their tendency to buy books. Family, friends and 
media have a big impact on consumers’ attitudes towards different products and word-of-
mouth recommendation and publicity by peers can be seen as one of the best ways of making 
BokBox known.  
 
Demographics is another societal aspect that will impact BokBox. The overall makeup of 
different age groups influences sales as it involves an increase or decrease in the total number 
of potential customers in a certain segment. A growth in population ultimately means larger 
target groups and thereby more buyers. The overall distribution of the population (living in 
cities versus the countryside) is of lesser importance to BokBox. The product is shipped free 
of charge everywhere and is online-based, meaning that all people have the same access to 
our product regardless of where they live. A more educated population on the other hand, with 
more and more people choosing to study, results in a higher literacy rate and can also lead to a 
higher tendency to read. When more people enjoy and want to read, book sales and 
consequently those of BokBox, will rise.  
  
Micro environment  
Porter’s Five Forces (Chartered Institute of Management Accountants 2017) refers to a 
company’s microenvironment and helps us lay a well-grounded foundation on which to build 
our marketing strategy. In accordance with Porter’s framework, the bargaining power of 
customers and suppliers, industry rivalry as well as the threat of new entrants and substitutes 
are examined and evaluated below:  
 
Bargaining power of customers (= high)  
BokBox is a new product to be launched on a market that has yet to see something similar. It 
is not a well-known brand and does not fulfill a need, rather a want. Customers do not need to 
buy the product and it is new to them, giving buyers as a group a high level of bargaining 
power. In addition, BokBox is partly a subscription service, making the threshold the 
customer needs to overcome in order to buy the product higher than a that of a one-time 
purchase. This adds to customer bargaining power. Seen from another point of view, this also 
means that leaving the service and ending the subscription requires more effort from the 
customer, lowering their power.   
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In addition, the lack of other similar alternatives and seeing that the number of potential 
customers compared to the number of firms is low, the buyers’ leverage on the company is 
somewhat lowered. Nonetheless, the bargaining power of customers as a group can be seen as 
high as all sales are made up of customer purchases and refraining from buying the product is 
relatively easy. 
 
Bargaining power of suppliers (= low)  
BokBox is supplied by many different publishing houses and book wholesalers, creating a 
diverse supplier range that limits supplier bargaining power. BokBox is not limited to buying 
certain books and can therefore choose from a very large variety from different suppliers. On 
the other hand, large suppliers and publishers do not rely on BokBox as a customer, 
somewhat strengthening their bargaining power. However, for many smaller authors or 
publishers, BokBox is a way of getting their books on the market and getting known to 
readers, lowering their power.  
 
Industry rivalry (= low)  
Looking at direct competition within the Swedish market for book sales, the only similar 
product that exists is “BookBox Kids”, a book box sold through Bonnier Bokklubb (Bonnier 
Bokklubb 2017). They have the same concept as us, but only for kids. This means that no 
company has an identical or similar product. BokBox is a new concept, leaving direct rivalry 
from the industry low.   
 
Threat of substitutes (= very high)  
Despite the fact that rivalry from companies offering similar products is non-existent, the 
threat of substitutes can be seen as very high. Customers can easily turn to other alternatives, 
since BokBox is a new product with no market shares on the market for book sales. First of 
all, traditional book shops like Akademibokhandeln and Bokia are the first hand choice for 
many customers looking to be recommended a book by knowledgeable staff and making a 
purchase. Online book stores, including Adlibirs and Bokus, fulfil the need of quickly 
buying a certain book, even though the customer needs to know beforehand what he or she 
is looking for. Libraries usually appeal to older consumers, but nevertheless offer a way of 
getting books that you want in addition to being free.   
  
Looking at other types of substitutes that don’t involve actually purchasing books but that can 
satisfy our customers in somewhat the same way, several can be found. Online book 
streaming companies like Storytel and Nextory offer monthly subscriptions where the 
customer can listen to as many e-books as he or she wants at a fixed price. Book clubs (both 
commercial and private) are a way to be introduced to new books and can be customized to fit 
the wants of the group. However, they often don’t appeal to younger generations and require 
effort to be found or organized.  
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Lastly, other monthly subscription boxes can act as a substitute for BokBox. Any other box 
offering the concept of delivering unknown (to a certain extent) products to your doorstep 
every month can be purchased instead of BokBox by customers mainly looking for the 
pleasure of getting a “gift” or surprise sent home.   
 
Threat of new entrants (= medium)  
BokBox does not hold a patent on a monthly book subscription box, leading to the possibility 
that the concept might be copied or refined by other companies in the future. The economic 
barriers to entry that must be incurred by a new entrant to the market are relatively low, and 
seeing that the subscription box concept is up-and-coming, new competitors on the market are 
a possibility. BokBox may even be creating a demand for a new product and thereby opening 
up for new players. Nevertheless, BokBox may in this case have first-mover advantage and be 
able to keep a strong hold of the market with a well-known brand and concept.  
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SWOT-analysis  
 
Looking at the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of a company helps create a 
good foundation for planning and acting in the most profitable way. A SWOT-analysis (David 
1993) identifies these factors and assists us in making strategic plans and decisions for 
BokBox.  
  

STRENGTHS  
        Differentiated and innovative product  
        Appealing design  
        Appealing website  
        Online-based, no physical location  
        Low start-up cost  

WEAKNESSES  
        Company’s first project, little 
experience launching products  
        No reputation or no customer 
recognition  

        Luxury good  
OPPORTUNITIES  

        Subscription boxes current trend  
        No direct competition  

        Customers looking for new ways to buy 
books, traditional book market declining  

        Growth in e-commerce  

THREATS  
        Uncertain demand and customer 
base  
        Easy to copy concept  
        Many substitutes  

  
Strengths  
BokBox is a new, innovative product that does not yet exist on the market for book sales. We 
offer a product with an appealing design and a website that pleases customers. We are an 
online-based company and require no physical stores that need to be rented, staffed etcetera, 
keeping our facility costs to a minimum. Our business idea merely involves procurement, 
storage, packaging and shipping of books and our initial start up costs are therefore low.  
 
Weaknesses  
BokBox is the company’s first project and we have little experience launching products. The 
brand has no existing reputation or customer recognition on the market for book sales since it 
is new, making it harder to sell and get recognized. In addition, BokBox can be seen as a 
luxury good, something that consumers do not necessarily need but something that they could 
buy if they have money left over.    
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Opportunities  
Although no data has been presented to support it, monthly subscription boxes of different 
consumer goods are in general trendy in Swedish society at the moment. Looking at the 
number and variety of boxes on the market (Alla Svenska Boxar 2017), there is an increasing 
demand. The lack of a box offering books is in this respect a good opportunity for our 
product. In addition, book readers are turning to less traditional channels to buy books. 
According to the most comprehensive study done of the Swedish book market recently, 
physical book shops have seen a stagnation or slight decline sales from 2013-2014 and current 
trends lead us to assume that this has continued since then (Wikberg 2015). A book 
subscription box offers customers a new channel to buy books. Lastly, e-commerce is 
constantly growing and trade in general is becoming more and more digitalized. In 2015, 
ecommerce in Sweden increased by 15% (PostNord, Svensk Digital Handel and HUI 
Research 2016). Since our product is only sold online, this is beneficial.  
  
Threats  
Since BokBox is the first of its kind on the market, the demand for it and customer base is 
uncertain. No patent is held, meaning that the concept can easily be copied by other 
companies and create competition. Lastly, all other ways of buying books (see analysis of 
micro environment) that can substitute our product need to be seen as a big threat to our 
market penetration power.  
 
Conclusion  
In conclusion, the above SWOT-analysis provides an indication of what factors will be most 
critical to the success of BokBox. Being the first of its kind on the market, BokBox holds 
first-mover advantage on a market where online subscription solutions are on the rise. In 
addition, e-commerce is constantly growing, making only online sales tactical and a way of 
keeping costs down without sacrificing potential customers. However, as for most new 
products, the demand for BokBox is uncertain and effort needs to be put into showing 
customers the advantage of our product compared to substitutes.  
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Marketing strategy and goals  
 
Defining the marketing strategy of BokBox involves examining how we pursue competitive 
advantage in our market segment. As described by Michael Porter in 1980 (Chartered Institute 
of Management Accountants 2017), this can be done in different ways, with regards to both 
the type of competitive advantage and in what way the market is approached.  
  
Our strategy can be defined as focus differentiation. As BokBox is a new concept that does 
not yet exist on the market, we are attempting to differentiate ourselves relative to the 
substitutes that exist on the Swedish market for book sales. A low price is not our focus, 
rather offering a new type of product different from the rest. In addition, we are also 
following a focus strategy where we mainly target one segment. We see that this strategy 
enables us to focus less on the price and more on offering a high-quality, unique product that 
appeals to our target customer group.  
  
Our marketing goals first of all aim to get our product on the market and recognized by 
customers. We want our concept to become known to our target segment through social media 
marketing campaigns, as this is relatively cheap and effective in today’s technological society. 
The success of this can be measured by the number of people that have viewed and shared our 
campaigns. Furthermore, the main goal with our marketing plan is to sell 1000 book boxes 
within six months of launching our website. This goal is easy to measure through sales 
statistics and will give us a concrete indication of the progress of our product popularity and 
the result of our marketing efforts. Considering that we are launching a new and quite 
uncertain product, this goal seems reasonable and attainable.   
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STP-analysis 
 
Segmentation 
When we constructed our marketing survey we decided to primarily focus on demographic 
and behavioural segmentation since we had already decided to only supply to customers in 
Sweden. What we discovered was that there was a much larger correlation between 
demographics and the interest in our product than between the different reading patterns and 
desire to try BokBox. After we had conducted the research three clear segments emerged. 
These were male students 19-25, female students 19-25 and working middle aged females.   
  
Targeting 
If we look at the three different segments from an EMAAP viewpoint, we can see that all the 
identified segments differentiate from each other. All segments are easily identifiable but 
working middle aged women are a much larger group. BokBox also believes that this group is 
more homogenous and therefore easier to market and develop for.  
 
When comparing income middle aged women also have a much more reliable one with more 
money to spend. This combined with the need for the excitement and gratification that 
BokBox provides makes them our ideal targeted segment.    
 
This leads to the conclusion that our ideal customer is Linda. Linda is 40, lives with her 
husband and her two teen kids in the suburbs and works a 9 to 5 day job. She has a couple of 
friends and they sometimes go out to eat and have a friendly chat but her life is not as exciting 
as it used to be.  Linda is looking for a new hobby to dive into because she is bored of 
watching tv every evening. 
  
Positioning 
We want to position ourselves as “Exciting gifts with high quality books without the hassle, 
straight to your door”. With this we feel that we encapsulate all of our key differences 
compared to our competitors. Our main selling point is the curation and this is where we 
differentiate ourselves the most from the current market. What this means is that we will 
never offer books that we feel are in any way lacking in quality while removing the need for 
our subscribers to do any research themselves. 
 
We also offer a way for our customers to decide how often they want us to deliver books to 
their door. With this option they never have to do anything after placing their order, books 
will arrive at their door at their desired pace without them even having to think about it and it 
will hopefully turn into an event they look forward to. 
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We at BokBox feel our value proposition is that we offer more advantages for a higher price 
than the regular book shops. With a product that is easy to understand and a clear message we 
feel that we have competitive offer that can easily be communicated to the market. 
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Marketing mix  
In launching BokBox, it is important to consider the marketing mix we want to use to do this. 
What, when, where and how are questions that need to be answered and this can be done 
using the 4Ps of marketing, as defined by E J McCarthy in 1960 (MindTools Ltd. 2017). As 
evaluated and discussed below, the 4Ps lay the foundation for taking our product to the 
market for book sales.  
  
Product   
Our approach with BokBox is to offer a new and exciting way to experience reading. We 
want to offer an easy way for stressed out, middle aged women to easier have access to 
something to read without having to first research what is on offer. As a company, we also 
want to show what a special and exciting hobby reading can be. To do this, BokBox wants to 
offer our customers the possibility to buy well curated books that deliver the feeling of 
receiving a nice gift. This will be done by offering them in a monthly subscription box format. 
What we mean by this is that the customers subscribe to a box with 2-3 books that are 
delivered to their doorstep. The customer will be able to receive the box every one, two or 
three months and we will guarantee that every box contains well written books from different 
genres.   
  
We want to differentiate ourselves from the existing book market by making it simpler to buy 
quality books. Making an order is going to be simpler than picking out a book on one of our 
competitors sites and it will guarantee a constant stream of high quality books without ever 
having to do additional work. Since no other services quite like ours exists on the market at 
the moment, we also feel that we have a first movers advantage.   
  
Another way to differentiate ourselves from our competitors is the packaging. Instead of the 
standard, boring cardboard boxes we want to offer something with a luxurious feel. It is 
important for us that it feels like a gift, with all that that includes. This means a varied, 
beautiful design and an extra level of thought behind how the box is structured and the 
content presented.  
 
Place  
All of our book boxes will only be sold on our website, BokBox.com. By not actually having 
any physical stores we will save a lot of money on rent. Because we don’t have any stores we 
won’t need a sales force either which also reduces our salary costs.   
 
Our aim is for BokBox to have very little in stock at any given time and always order books 
when we know exactly how many boxes we are going to ship that month. What we will need 
is a place to pack our boxes but we are counting on that we can do this from our own houses 
until we have been on the market for a while.   
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One channel where we will have to be very active are trade fairs. Trade fairs are places for us 
to build a connection with our customers and also serves as a place for us to meet potential 
business partners.   
  
Price  
The aim with BokBox boxes are that they should feel exclusive without having the costs often 
connected to services of that character. Because of this, we will be aiming at a price that is a 
little higher than if you would have gotten the books in a store while still being  
reasonable.  Since this is a new product that fulfills a want rather than a need, the customers 
have high bargaining power but with all the care and attention that goes into crafting every 
monthly box we believe that we can offer value far exceeding the standard book prices, and 
therefore offer boxes at a slightly higher price than in a bookshop.The price of a book in a 
book shop is about 50-100 SEK. We hope to offer our boxes at a price between 200 and 300 
SEK per box, depending on how long you choose to subscribe or if you only choose to buy 
one box.  
  
Promotion  
The main pillar we hope to build on when marketing BokBox is customer interaction. When 
marketing to our main segment an important part has shown to be to involve the customers 
and to build a relationship between them and us (Barletta, 2002, pp 46-47). Therefore we 
want our customers to talk about our products and encourage them to tell us what they think. 
To achieve this we want to make a big push on social media. This will include  our own 
hashtag so that people easily can find who are talking about our products and what they are 
saying. It will also include BokBox profile pages on major social media platforms, 
adtargeting and behind the scenes video. In the long run we hope to have ways to review and 
discuss our books on the website, further involving the people that subscribe.   
  
Another part that will play a big part in our marketing campaign is getting authors on board. 
We know that celebrities can have a big impact on the success of a product and hope that our 
current and future contacts can help us with this. Having someone on board as a spokesperson 
early should make our launch go much smoother.    
  
According to Erik Wibergs study (2015, p23) books sell significantly more during december 
than the rest of the year. This probably has much to do with the amount of presents that are 
bought for Christmas but it also leaves us with an opportunity. We are hoping to be able to 
launch BokBox in the third quarter of the year to capitalise on this trend while also having a 
couple of months to get our brand out before the holidays.    
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Appendix 4 - NABC analysis       
      
Need 
In modern Sweden, stress is often a huge part of people’s everyday life. Reading is a pastime 
which, for some people, can be hard to get into. The process of a selecting a book to read is 
rather simple in theory, but quite complex in practice. There are so many options and 
recommendations, that it is easy to feel overwhelmed by it. This is because readers, 
particularly those who are not very accustomed to reading, want to find the right book for 
them. Oftentimes, it really boils down to just getting a recommended book based on some 
essences of what you like and then reading it, and sometimes it does not even have to be 
based on that. Since books are so different, it can be hard to tell whether you will like a book 
before you have read a good chunk of it. We have found a way for readers to overcome this 
stressful and time-consuming procedure. In addition, our solution delivers cheerful emotions 
to our customers, through the element of surprise and flattering packaging. In Sweden, this 
type of product is very popular. One can observe the trends across several types of industries, 
which suggests that this style of product is appreciated. We also believe that a system which 
pushes the reader to complete their received books in a certain time-frame will encourage the 
customers to finish the books and, as such, be able to reflect and discuss. On a timely basis, 
we wish to enlighten the customer’s regular weekday with something special – something 
wonderful! We believe that this is the way to encourage more adventurous reading and the 
chance to explore what perhaps you would not find through the recommendations of the 
average book shop. 
       
Approach 
Our approach is rather simple. Every month we will provide a box with different content 
(books) that can be purchased throughout the entire period. At the end of the month, we 
record the total amount of orders and then we begin to purchase the books that we have 
selected to be in the box. As we receive the books, we envelop them in our flattering 
packaging and send them out to our customers’ front doors. The buying process will be a 
monthly subscription. We wish to be able to provide a variety of boxes, i.e. one box for those 
who read a lot and different one for those who are new to reading. Our method to select the 
books is based on focusing on ‘up and coming’ authors that have yet to be popularized on the 
markets. An agreement with a publishing company, such as “Bonnier”, will come into place 
to allow lower costs and increased margins. For such companies, our product will positively 
stimulate their sales, as our focus is not on ‘Best-Sellers’ and will thus lead to the marketing 
of different products in their portfolio.  
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With regards to marketing, our own promotion will mostly take place at book clubs, online 
book forums and social medias. Furthermore, we will provide a feedback function for our 
customers which will allow us to constantly improve the product. 
 
Benefits 
As opposed to actual book stores around Sweden, we believe that the benefits we provide to 
our customers gives us a very big advantage, which is of great significance for us to keep 
thriving and developing in our business. First of all, we try to obtain a very lissome 
experience in the buying process. We bring the books to you instead of the other way around 
and you do not have to spend precious time in an eventual searching process. 
       
We believe that that the prospect of getting unknown authors out in the world will help us cut 
deals with different publishers. This will give us a chance to offer our box at a reduced price 
which will heighten the the customer satisfaction. 
Our business is also significantly more than just the actual purchase. We will provide an 
experience for the customers which will amaze them in a way that a regular store purchase 
does not. The well designed box together with the surprise moment of suddenly getting 
birthday gifts once a month is truly an essence for us to retain currently paying customers. 
       
Competition 
Initially, one of the biggest advantages is that there is no direct competition because there is 
currently no other identical product on the market. However, book-buyers have the option of 
going directly to book shops, buying from online bookstores, heading to the library or turning 
to online book-streaming companies (Storytel, Nextory etc.). In addition, book clubs, where 
the members are sent a book or several books at certain intervals to then be discussed by the 
group, are also something to take into account. Lastly, other blind boxes are indirectly 
something that our product will compete with. They won’t necessarily provide the user with 
books, but will provide them with some sort of surprise and level of satisfaction that getting 
an exciting package home brings. The customers mainly looking for this and that don’t really 
care about the content, might end up looking at other blind box alternatives.  
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Appendix 5 - Brain writing results  
The following were the ideas of the brain writing session collectively labeled as ‘desirable’ 
but not necessary. 

● Relate the design of the box to what month it is released (e.g. flowers on the 
may-box) 
● Minimalistic design 
● Visible customer reviews 
● The pictures on the single-page should be clickable and link to other pages 
● Well designed logo 
● “Buy as a gift”-option 
● Look up research of how different colours affect people 
● Show content of the shopping cart without having to leave the product view 
● The option to pay everything at once or monthly 
● Simple payment function 
● The option to save credit card information 
● The option to choose between different payment options such as credit card or 
bill 
● Different price-setting depending on length of subscription 
● The option to see what customers thought of previous boxes 
● “Prices starting at x” where x is the cheapest option 
● Be able to see all previous boxes and their content 
● Clear focus on the price and the value of the product 
● “What’s new” at the bottom of the single-page 
● A mail system that automatically sends emails when required 
● The option to rate the current box 
● The option to subscribe to a news letter 
● The Login button in the top right corner of the page 
● Link to facebook/instagram/twitter 
● Have an official hashtag 
● Icons on the page that links to Bokbox’s social media pages. 
● The option to share something of the page directly on facebook 
● Display tweets with the official hashtag somewhere on the page 
● No popups 
● Map the cursor-movements of the users 
● Use cookies 
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Appendix 6 - Prototype 

 


